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Abstract

Due to recent investments in the space industry, companies have begun to further explore

the business feasibility for space-based systems. This rapidly expanding space resources econ-

omy includes proliferated low Earth orbit (P-LEO) satellite constellations which provide a va-

riety of services such as broadband internet and telemetry to a diverse set of customer types, for

multiple use cases. Although constellation operators hope this service is a financially lucrative

business, uncertain market conditions coupled with limited resources create a techno-economic

environment in which large capital expenditure and competition reduce the likelihood of prof-

itability. Strategic development of P-LEO constellations is a central pillar that links orbital

dynamics of constellations to downstream business performance. Since different constellation

development strategies can lead to business success or failure, understanding the environment

in which P-LEO constellations are developed is of paramount importance for any such business

endeavors to be profitable.

When considering factors such as space debris, competition, socio-economic variations,

and geographical demand, this becomes an even more challenging environment to navigate.

Although comparisons of P-LEO constellations have been performed and individual constel-

lation designs have been critiqued, modeling competitive business dynamics and complex re-

source management strategies involving such large space systems have not been fully explored.

To study these complex interactions and understand how satellite internet business strategies

evolve with environment complexity, business environments with varying levels of modeling

fidelity are created.

Two different approaches are taken to model the complex P-LEO constellation environ-

ment: dynamic programming and gamification. A discrete, deterministic grid world formula-

tion is used to develop simplified satellite communications business environments which utilize

dynamic programming to generate optimal strategies. Such strategies gleaned from this envi-

ronment demonstrate several concepts such as: optimal timing of investments, coupling of
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design variables with actions, and optimal resource allocations. However, this environment is

limited in terms of modeling elements and strategy complexity, so a gamified, multi-agent en-

vironment is also developed. Using a mixture of gamification and modeling, the environment

is constructed as a multi-player, real-time-strategy (RTS) simulation game to simulate business

competition between constellation operators. This expanded environment provides opportuni-

ties to explore competitive and cooperative strategies in a high dimensional environment.

As modeling fidelity increases, solving for an optimal strategy becomes increasingly in-

feasible. This is due to two factors: the rapid increase of the P-LEO environment’s dimen-

sionality and the increased complexity of processes modeled within the environment. Through

qualitative comparisons of environments and investigations between action couplings, we can

understand the dynamical, agent-environment system of P-LEO constellation markets at differ-

ent levels of complexity.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 2015, an announcement by SpaceX lead to the renaissance of private investment in the

satellite communications (SATCOM) industry, and a publication by DeepMind reinvigorated

the artificial intelligence community pulling it out of an “AI winter”. On January 20, 2015,

SpaceX announced their business expansion from launch vehicle manufacturing and proposed

the development of a proliferated-low Earth orbit (P-LEO) constellation (also known as a mega-

constellation) of telecommunications satellites intended to provide broadband services directly

to retail consumers [1]. However, despite out-sized interest and investment by many govern-

ments and many telecommunications companies, it is still unclear how this will change the

economic landscape of satellite internet and broadband as a whole.

Exactly one month after the SpaceX announcement, DeepMind published a novel rein-

forcement learning technique known as Deep Q-Learning, which revolutionized the artificial

intelligence community by demonstrating advanced levels of control for various modeling en-

vironments [2]. Due to the strong results demonstrated with this class of algorithms, complex,

multi-agent environments have seen a resurgence and become a popular research area which

can be explored using artificial intelligence agents.

As discussed later in this work, technological advancements, increased competition, and a

growing user base make the dynamics of the SATCOM industry an interesting environment to

model using various degrees of fidelity — the central idea of this thesis. While certain classes

of environments can leverage existing methods such as dynamic programming to identify opti-

mal strategies, more complex, multi-agent environments employing gamification are needed to

engage human players.
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1.1 Motivation

The SATCOM economy has seen a recent surge in growth due to large investment by the pri-

vate sector. Both private corporations and state-sponsored entities [3] are attempting to capture

market share of the expanding, global high-speed internet marketplace. Such activity is causing

a radical transformation in the space resource economy, rapidly transforming it into a complex

territory of dispute where unknown logistical dynamics are emerging [4]. The development of

cheaper, more accessible launch vehicles coupled with economies of scale has led to increased

development of large satellite internet constellations to be operated in low-Earth orbit [5]. If

successful, such constellations could service millions of consumers and deliver a more flexible

broadband internet experience. Although it is speculated that these businesses will be prof-

itable, such ventures come with high financial and safety risks: it is not readily apparent if

constellation operators are guaranteed strategies that yield feasible (if not profitable) business

cases. If such complex strategies do indeed exist, private space companies have not made them

publicly available in open literature (nor are they expected to release such plans anytime soon).

Constellation development requires large upfront capital expenditures to precipitate expensive

research and development for a competitive market that has existing, conventional internet ser-

vice providers (ISPs) [6] and long time-horizons to profitability. Additionally, due to increased

launch activity and congestion of desirable orbit shells, there is an ever-increasing likelihood

that constellations will interact with one another (or existing space debris); thus, increasing the

likelihood of a collision event [7].

Historically, the commercial SATCOM industry has been separated into two categories:

unidirectional broadcasting and bidirectional broadband internet services. In the past, compa-

nies such as Iridium [8], Teledesic [9], and Orbcomm [10] had difficulty gaining market-share

of retail broadband internet services due to the poor relative performance, high customer costs,

and limited use cases. Such systems were also expensive to develop and launch, thus making

their services cost-prohibitive to the average retail consumer. Therefore, bidirectional satellite

broadband internet systems were relegated to specific use cases involving limited availability

and low throughput. However, increased internet usage and evolving content consumption of
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retail consumers [11] has facilitated an explosion in funding and subsequent research of broad-

band communications technologies. Such a shift in the retail marketplace has also changed the

retail consumer demand for satellite internet [12]. Existing constellation operators have now

shifted away from the shrinking broadcasting sector and are developing large constellations

best suited for high-throughput bidirectional broadband internet services.

The shift towards broadband internet services has been even more expedited with the emer-

gence of a new breed of competitors in the SATCOM marketplace. New, private corporations

have begun requesting permission from the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to

expand, or begin construction of, proliferated low Earth orbit (P-LEO) constellations. Such

constellation designs call for thousands of relatively inexpensive satellites to be deployed in low

Earth orbit (LEO) and provide internet access directly to consumer user terminals. This strategy

differs from conventional constellations in both volume and price per satellite, utilizing cheaper

launch vehicles and economies of scale to drive down production costs. However, such constel-

lation endeavors require substantial capital expenditures and offer low profitability during the

initial development and adoption period. Since 2019, more than a dozen applications have been

submitted to the FCC from companies requesting to launch thousands of high-throughput satel-

lites into LEO [13]. Existing constellation operators such as ViaSat and SES are also launching

additional satellites to boost their constellation performances and appeal to the growing retail

customer base. As each new constellation operator attempts to gain retail market share, they

not only contend with other constellations, but with traditional, regional ISPs as well. Such a

hyper-competitive environment poses out-sized financial and national security risks, and war-

rants increased scrutiny regarding the existence of feasible business strategies. Figure 1.1 has

been reproduced from [14] and shows the main players in the industry and categorizes them

based on round-trip latency and system throughput.

Simulation and modeling of P-LEO constellations has been a critical topic of research in

recent years. Much attention has been given to analyzing the impact of such large constellation

designs, but little research has been conducted to understand the constellation operators’ finan-

cial and strategic decision-making environment. While routing algorithms have been developed

to address the data congestion issues associated with multi-gateway networks [15], extensive
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Figure 1.1: Key Players in the SATCOM Industry (Adapted from [14])

works have analyzed the relationship between P-LEO constellations and space debris [16, 17,

18]. Safety analysis [19] and augmentation of constellations for emergency observations has

also been explored [20]. Financial research within the satellite telecommunications space has

largely focused on specific studies on the financial feasibility of select constellations or spe-

cific areas of interest such as resource allocation [14] or customer demand estimation [21].

However, business strategies throughout a constellation’s lifespan have not been modeled and

explored adequately via traditional methods of analysis. Using traditional combinatorial ap-

proaches such as grid search would yield an infeasible number of strategies to be modeled and

temporally propagated. Additionally, such strategies are affected by actions of all constellation

operators; thus, requiring us to model all possible interactions between all competitors. Con-

sidering these factors along with the hyper-competitive business environment, it becomes clear

that a more efficient method of modeling the development strategies of SATCOM businesses is

required.
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1.2 Problem Statement & Research Questions

The scope of this work focuses on the development of SATCOM marketplace environments

which model the competitive environment of broadband internet offered by P-LEO constella-

tions. The effects of modeling fidelity on these complex business logistics is investigated by

varying the environment designs. The objectives of this thesis are as follows:

1. Understand the effects of adding certain modeling components, state variables, and action

variables to a SATCOM environment.

2. Evaluate couplings of state and action variables within each environment.

3. Assess which performance metrics properly convey economic success of SATCOM busi-

nesses.

These objectives can be directly mapped to the following research questions:

RQ1. How does varying the level of modeling fidelity affect performance metrics and compe-

tition?

RQ2. What are the economic benefits and penalties of competition to dynamic constellation

development strategies?

RQ3. Which variables impact economic figures of merit that measure success, failure, and risk

during development of a P-LEO constellation, in a competitive environment?

1.3 Research Methodology

To answer the above research questions, we identify and investigate three distinct subjects of

interest and use this information to construct different environments and strategies. The first

area of interest is the overall SATCOM industry. This includes the previous generation sys-

tems, market shifts in recent years, and constellation designs by each SATCOM player. Ad-

ditionally, we explore common challenges associated with development and maintenance of a

P-LEO satellite internet constellation. The second area of interest is the current state-of-the-

art regarding environment design and development. Due to interactivity between SATCOM
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operators, conventional methods are incapable of modeling cooperative or competitive behav-

iors; therefore, environment models based on sequential decision-making and multi-agent are

investigated. The final subject to be explored is that of gamification and game design. This

is neither meant to be a comprehensive review of game theory; rather, this subject is used to

provide insight into the current literature of research games.

To create both environments with separate degrees of complexity, each was created with

specific modeling assumptions driving design and implementation decisions. Because of this,

each environment utilizes a different method of evaluating strategies (the grid world formula-

tion utilizes dynamic programming to generate optimal strategies and the gamified multi-agent

framework utilizes gamification to engage human players). Although both frameworks have

been developed to a different level of modeling fidelity, strategies represented in the simpler

environment may also be replicated in the more complex environment. The overall methodol-

ogy of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Scope & Chapter of Each Environment
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1.4 Thesis Outline

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows:

• Chapter 2 presents past literature relevant to this research and identifies gaps in the collec-

tive understanding of modeling environments specific to space mission design for P-LEO

constellations and their business dynamics.

• In Chapter 3, a fundamental framework is presented in which a business with simple

satellite deployments and monthly subscription price fluctuations is modeled. This envi-

ronment is formulated as a discrete, deterministic dynamic program, and optimal policies

are computed using the backward dynamic programming algorithm.

• Chapter 4 provides an extensible formulation of the SATCOM industry as a multi-agent

simulation using gamification and user interface design. This framework includes model-

ing expansions of actions, resources, orbital dynamics, customer behavior, and costs/rewards.

This formulation also introduces collision probabilities as a future expansion. Due to the

complexity of such an environment, traditional solution methods are not capable of gen-

erating strategies for such a highly dimensional system.

• Finally, Chapter 5 offers discussions regarding the results and a conclusion of the work.

Additionally, future work bridging the gap between the dynamic programming environ-

ment and the gamified multi-agent environment is proposed.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

This chapter addresses various topics and disciplines that will be discussed throughout this

work. It begins with the history, technologies, and use cases of the SATCOM industry, par-

ticularly next generation proliferated low Earth orbit (P-LEO) constellations. Existing envi-

ronments and their designs are discussed with comparisons made to those developed in this

work. We then turn our attention toward understanding decision-making in the realm of game

design and game theory. While not an extensive review of game theory, we discuss relevant

frameworks and architectures required to develop gaming environments for simulation and

recreation. Lastly, the existing gaps in research are examined and, in an attempt to address

these gaps, hypotheses are formed from research questions posed in Chapter 1.

2.1 The SATCOM Industry

2.1.1 First Generation SATCOMs

Throughout the 1990s (and early phase of widespread internet adoption), expected revenues

from SATCOM were primarily based on the notion that satellite connections will be required

for broadband connectivity and cellular systems. Often, these expected revenues did not match

reality. This first wave of commercial SATCOMs were predicted to usher in a era of global

communications. However, due to underestimation of terrestrial competition, overestimation

of the addressable market, expensive technology developments, and limited investor capital

(mixed with poor financial planning), only three out of ten major systems were still in operation
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in 2003 [22]. For example, the Globalstar system, which came into commercial operation in

1999, reported just 84,000 subscribers 4 years later.

Although P-LEO constellations were predicted as far back as 1990, with multiple ventures

trying to attract investors and develop non-GEO satellite constellations for mobile communica-

tion and broadband connectivity, the market for satellite internet did come into fruition as much

of the industry expected. Even with strong technical feasibility and engineering innovations,

the economic feasibility of systems such as Globalstar Iridium, and Odyssey was very uncer-

tain [23]. This even included heavy backing from traditional telecommunications providers

such as Motorola, Nokia, and Loral, and seed funding by Bill Gates or Craig McCaw. For

example, Motorola proposed the 77 satellite Iridium system (aptly named since iridium is the

77th element of the periodic table). However, this constellation proved far too costly and re-

duced the number of satellites to 66. The name was not changed. Although the goal of Iridium

was to provide global telephone services, the short-term goal of the company was commercial

(economic) success and a 16dB targeted link margin. To achieve this, the final constellation de-

sign consisted of 66 satellites (with 6 spares) distributed across 11 orbit planes (equally spaced

apart) with a spare in each plane. The launch vehicles of choice for the parent company (Mo-

torola) were the U.S. Delta II rocket, the Russian Proton rocket, and the Chinese Long March

IIC/SD rocket. Given the 60% reserve of consumables (primarily propellant load), the overall

lifespan for these satellites was estimated to be approximately 8 years [8]. Additionally, sys-

tem trades such as: complexity of payload, size and weight of satellites, altitude of satellites,

individual beam size, radiation effects, receiver (telephone) size, quality of service, number of

gateways, and modulation type were all considered by the Iridium team when designing this

global network. Note that many of these same trades are currently being conducted for current

generation system.

The largest and most expensive of these first generation SATCOM systems, Teledesic, was

designed to connect users across the globe via broadband internet connectivity. Much like cur-

rent SATCOM proposals, this system also proposed to operate in LEO with 840 active satellites.

At the time of this system development, the estimated cost of such a system was approximately

$9 billion. Given such a large cost, it is quite likely that Teledasic was expected to capture
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the entirety of the broadband internet market of the 1990s. However, due to low investor confi-

dence, the original constellation design was scaled back twice (once to 288 satellites and finally

to 30 satellites) greatly affect overall qualty of service and customer use cases.

Another consumer-facing satellite internet provider, Hughes Network Systems, had, at its

height, 100,000 subscribers. Compared to cable broadband services, this network was not only

expensive, but had limited bandwidth for single user data. As consumer demand for internet

usage grew, this bandwidth cap became a critical issue.

2.1.2 Current Generation SATCOMs

Following the first generation of SATCOMs and the explosion of internet traffic, terrestrial

cable broadband systems made strides in reducing latency with technology such as fiber optics.

The same was not true for satellite internet services in which latency was a prominent issue with

users. Additionally, when compared with terrestrial systems, satellite internet constellations

were still much more costly to design, build, launch, and maintain. However, due to strides

in reusable launch vehicles and new capabilities for CubeSats and smallSats to be added as

secondary payloads to existing missions [5], a second generation of SATCOM was created.

Of the current SATCOM generation, three companies have made detailed plans and ex-

ectued: O3b, OneWeb, and SpaceX [24]. O3b started business in 2007, but launched its net-

work of 20 satellites to medium Earth orbit (MEO) in 2019. While they have seen success

from government entities and the United States Department of Defense, O3b does not connect

users directly to satellites; rather, they utilize a system called Internet Protocol (IP) trunking.

This is a system by which the company sells gateways to local ISPs, who then sell subscription

services to local customers. Such a system allows for shared costs and revenues between O3b

and the local ISPs.

Unlike O3b, OneWeb and Starlink both offer services directly to customers via user ter-

minals. Additionally, both constellations have produced hundreds of thousands of terminals

and hundreds (if not thousands) of low-cost satellites using mass production methods. These

mass-produced satellites are currently being deployed to LEO to reduce latency concerns while

offering flexible service options for users.
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The technical challenges for second-generation SATCOMs must still face an old problem:

To reduce latency, the average altitude of the constellation must be lower. Therefore, hundreds

or thousands of satellites are needed to ensure continuous global coverage. Such an increase of

active satellites not only requires increased expenses to track and maintain these large systems,

but it also entails more launches to deploy the entire constellation. As launch costs continue to

fall due to reusable launch vehicles and efficiency improvements, some of the economic barriers

in place during the first wave of SATCOMs are now being conquered. This can further be seen

in the development of cheaper, lighter satellites which are envisioned to be mass produced for

less than $500,000 per satellite [24].

One of the economic challenges that is yet to be addressed is that of user terminal adop-

tion in P-LEO networks. In the previous generation of SATCOMs, high barriers to entry for

consumers made such services unpopular. However, the assumption second-generation SAT-

COM businesses are making is that the reduction of user terminal cost will come from mass

production and network effects. Therefore, user interest in such services may also be greater

than in the previous generation.

2.1.3 P-LEO Constellation Analyses

As P-LEO constellations have grown in popularity this past decade, detailed analysis has been

conducted on several portions of the system. Most common areas of interest include: staged

deployment effects, data routing algorithms between satellites and user terminals, the investi-

gation of inter-satellite link paths, and general comparisons of potential constellation designs.

These analyses have led to greater technical understanding of specific effects and constellation

components.

Due to the scale of these large constellations, SATCOM operators must increasingly choose

staged deployment options for their constellations. In [25], a trade space is developed to rep-

resent the potential architectural evolution of P-LEO constellations, and staged deployment

is investigated for specific proposed constellations within the design space. It is shown that

for an estimated demand function, specific cost savings exist by not under or overdeveloping
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ones constellation with respect to a particular demand. Although robust, many modeling as-

sumptions are made with regard to customer adoption of services and overall life-cycle costs.

Additionally, in [26], the authors investigate the effects of adding a new layer to an existing con-

stellation via a design framework for multi-layer, staged deployment of P-LEO constellations

under demand uncertainties. Cost savings for the multi-layer staged deployment are also given

in life-cycle cost savings of approximately 42.8% when compared to optimized single-layer

deployments. This work is also accompanied by a decision support system that allows rapid

prototyping and development of different multi-layer staged deployment strategies. It should be

noted that neither work considers competition and simply assume a specific customer demand

throughout their simulations. Finally, in a work developed jointly by SpaceX and MIT [27],

authors develop a tradespace and apply a subset of Epoch-Era Analysis called Multi-Epoch

Analysis in conjuncture with the Multi-Attribute Tradespace Exploration (MATE) tool for the

maximization of P-LEO value across different customer types and geographical distributions.

When considering routing and network congestion, [15] formulate a routing model in

Mega-Constellation Networks with Multi-Gateway (MCNMG) system using a hybrid approach

(using both satellite interlinks and terrestrial networks). Rather than implementing an IP-based

algorithm for packet hopping and network traffic, a new strategy called Longer Side Priority

is developed in which packet forwarding is formulated based on local network status. In this

method, the MCNMG is formulated as a wireless mesh network and use Markov chains to

solve the path survival problem.

Laser inter-satellite links (LISLs) are a type of free space optics (FSO) wireless commu-

nication technology [28]. More precisely, FSOs have four basic types: terrestrial, aerial, space,

and deep space. The LISLs utilized in P-LEO constellations are designated as space FSO. The

use of laser-based links provides the following several benefits over traditional radio-frequency

(RF) based links. These include: high data rates, smaller required antenna hardware, less beam

interference, and lower required power due to less beam spread. LISLs can be classified into

two types of links, depending upon the orbit plane of the satellites communicating with one

another. Intra-orbit plane LISLs are those which connect two satellites within the same or-

bit plane, while inter-orbit plane LISLs are those created between satellites of different orbit
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planes. Inter-orbit plane LISLs can be further classified into three types: adjacent orbit plane

links (AOPLs), nearby orbit plane links (NOPLs), and crossing orbit plane links (COPLs). AO-

PLs are formed between satellites in adjacent orbit planes, NOPLs are formed between satel-

lites in nearby (but not adjacent)orbit planes, and COPLs are formed between satellites which

are in crossing orbit planes. In the presence of LISLs, it is also shown that gateway terrestrial

gateway placement can be optimized using an integer optimization model. This is then solved

by a GA-based algorithm to give optimal gateway placement [29]. A noteworthy result from

this work was the characterization of preferred gateway locations due to optimization: close to

coastal areas of continents, at matching latitude as the inclination of orbit planes, and near high

user demand areas. Additionally, [30] discusses an estimation method for LISL hop-counts

between customers in the Starlink constellation. This method attempts to understand the nature

of P-LEO communications and the constellation network’s design impact.

2.1.4 Impacts of Space Debris on P-LEO Constellations

As P-LEO constellations become increasingly popular for SATCOM, these proliferated sys-

tems are much more prone to interacting with space debris or other resident space objects

(RSOs). Simply by the nature of collision probabilities [16, 31], the probability of a P-LEO

constellation colliding with RSOs or debris is exponential compared to previous generation

systems. With the increase of interactions between P-LEO constellations and space debris,

assessments [32] and optimization methods [33] have begun to emerge in this congested en-

vironments. Indeed, interactions between P-LEO constellations and RSOs has already begun

to happen [34, 35]. Although debris mitigation is a rich area of research right now [17], such

pollution of LEO [36] with space debris and thousands of satellites may also cause an economic

Kessler syndrome [37]. Given the large number of RSOs, space debris, and high collision prob-

abilities, there seems to be an economic equilibrium which, when crossed, may begin to affect

the financial feasibility of space resource economies.
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2.2 Environment Modeling of Space Logistics Economies

Modeling of the space environment has been executed in various different way depending upon

the use case being modeled and application of the space system. For instance, SpaceNet

Cloud [38] is a space mission logistics planning tools which is web-based application built

on the existing SpaceNet software architecture. While SpaceNet Cloud is an application that

models general space mission planning, a more specialized space environment is that of satel-

lite task planning [39] formulated as a semi-Markov decision process (SMDP). In this work, an

Earth observation satellite is modeled with multiple mission objectives and must schedule these

tasks. The satellites tasks include: collecting images, communicating back to Earth, recharging

batteries by specifying sun-pointed periods, and data recorder management. This formulated

SMDP is then solved using both forward search and Monte Carlo Tree Search. For both single

objective and multi-objective cases, the SMDP solutions either led to greater rewards or faster

solution time than the baseline methods (graph search and mixed-integer-linear programming).

Similarly, satellite constellation replenishment and inventory control for the Global Position-

ing System (GPS) satellite constellation has also been modeled using a MDP formulation [40].

In this formulation, the number of satellites in the constellation is defined as the state of the

system and the action is to order an appropriate amount of satellites to maintain the 24 satel-

lite minimum for global operation. Once formulated, this MDP is solved using value iteration

algorithm to produce replenishment policies.

One of the most similar works to our modeled environments is that of a static, techno-

economic framework which assess LEO satellite constellations’ economic feasibility [6]. This

framework includes 3 major portions:

1. A capacity model for each constellation which uses very simplified connection mathe-

matics to compute coverage area, EIRP, and SNR to get a rough approximation of overall

constellation capacity

• It accomplishes this by ignoring the actual orbital mechanics and simply using a

very simplified (Pythagorean theorem) method to compute altitude.
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2. A cost model which uses a combination of capital expenditures (CapEx) (launch, sta-

tion acquisition, spectrum acquisition, and overall integration) and a yearly operating

expenditure (OpEx) (energy, customer acquisitions, research & development, labor, and

maintenance) to compute the discounted Net Present Value (NPV) of the Total Cost of

Ownership (TCO) of each constellation’s assets

3. A demand model which roughly approximates users per square kilometer using local

population and adoption rates ranging from 0.5% to 2%

• This user metric is then used in conjuncture with the previous two models to com-

pute capacity per user and cost per user to understand how many active users can

be sustained by these constellations without marked drops in quality.

This framework assessed Starlink, OneWeb, and Kuiper proposed constellations and showed

that these are only effective with relatively low subscriber density (0.1 users per km2). How-

ever, there are many factors missing from this work including: dynamic strategies/development

times, competitive markets, limited numbers of customers, inclusion of potential revenues, or-

bital congestion/debris, and satellite replenishment costs.

In addition to the above techno-economic framework, a series of works [41, 42, 43, 44, 45]

relating to the development of a game modeling the dynamics of federated space systems very

closely aligns with the overall direction of our work and the Satellite Tycoon game presented

in Chapter 4. Laying the groundwork for a fully developed simulation game, [41] describes

the space-based resource economy in the context of wargaming and federated systems. It also

gives an example of components from the space-based resource economy used for lunar in-situ

resource production applications. Finally, the abstract gaming framework is described with req-

uisite components. In [42], federated satellite systems (FSS) are described as a system of sys-

tems (SoS), and a simulation architecture is described using high-level architecture standards.

The Orbital Federates simulation game describing FSS logistics is ultimated developed and

presented in [43]. Using the developed Orbital Federates, [44] represents federated systems as
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a Stag Hunt game and investigates risk-dominant (non-cooperative) and payoff-dominant (co-

operative) strategies. Finally, [45] delved deeper into the game theoretic aspects of federated

systems for the multi-actor case.

2.3 Gamification & Game Design

With over 800 studies discussing its advancements and limitations, gamification has been

shown to be a viable method of simulating complex research problems with no direct or com-

putable solution [46]. Such studies cover domains such as education [47], health [48], and

social behavior [49]. While others have gamed existing engineering simulations to gain in-

sight [50, 51, 52, 53], a gamified formulation of a P-LEO constellation marketplace has not

been established. Unlike simulation gaming or serious games, gamification is able to merge

the attributes of recreational games and the mathematical modeling of dynamical systems to

create interactive, multi-agent frameworks [54]. Gamification particularly benefits the explo-

ration of multi-agent systems which typically have very high dimensional, possibly continuous,

action spaces and require multiple human interactions. It is difficult to gain analytical insight

regarding such complex strategy sets; therefore, gamification can instead be used to explore the

strategy space.

Historically, a standard method of modeling interactions between decision-makers and

their environments has been to represent these interactions as a traditional game (in both the

mathematical and colloquial sense). This is due to several factors: games have been shown to

be an intuitive manner of simulating interactions [55], complex scenarios can be modeled and

studied using games (and therefore game theory principles) [56], and games can offer a way of

collecting large amounts of training data for machine learning models to train on [57]. Due to

these reasons, we explore this environment through the use of gamification. As gamification

becomes a more popular method of framing research and engineering tasks, it has also become

more broadly used to represent many different types of processes, frameworks, and concepts.
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2.4 Summary & Working Hypotheses

As we have shown, there exist significant knowledge gaps pertaining to strategic deployment of

P-LEO constellations. Specifically, the interactions and effects they can have on the broadband

internet marketplace remains unknown.

From this we can observe clear gaps in knowledge for the following areas:

• The financial feasibility for a SATCOM operator’s business strategy

• The transitory dynamics associated with the development stage of P-LEO satellite inter-

net constellations

• The impact competition and limited customers can have on the overall marketplace

This work attempts to address the above gaps in knowledge by introducing two environ-

ments of varying modeling fidelity to compare and contrast strategies generated at each level.

In particular, there are three hypotheses regarding the impact of framework design on business

strategy development that align with the proposed research questions:

1. While increasing modeling fidelity causes accuracy to increase, there may also be a detri-

mental impact on the overall quality of solutions produced, i.e. it will become more dif-

ficult to produce exact optimal strategies as the modeling fidelity increases (particularly

if the number of competitors or complexity of the competitors’ strategies increase).

2. The SATCOM business model of delivering broadband services directly to retail con-

sumers demands a large upfront capital investment followed by years of profit uncer-

tainty. Specifically, actions across all aspects of the environment (space, ground, and

economic) should be synchronized to maximize the utility of all investments if business

feasibility is to be achieved.

3. Since most P-LEO satellite constellations are business entities, economic performance

metrics such as net present value and internal rate of return can be affected by constella-

tion size, investment timing, and pricing of internet services. Sufficiently robust customer
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decision-making models can be used to approximate potential customers and give insight

regarding the economic performance of a particular SATCOM operator.

The remainder of this work details both environments’ design and formulation.
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Chapter 3

A SATCOM Grid World

To model the most basic version of a competitive SATCOM environment, we begin by intro-

ducing a simple grid world version of the resource management problem. Over a fixed time-

horizon, a decision-maker must build a P-LEO constellation and adjust their offering price to

acquire satellite internet service customers. The decision-maker must find an optimal strategy

by choosing to launch a fixed number of satellites, into specific orbit shells, at specific epochs,

and setting a competitive price for their broadband services. This all must be done within

a fixed time-horizon while also maximizing profits. The following simplifying assumptions

are made with regard to modeling satellite quality, customer behavior, launch availability, and

computation of figures of merit for constellation performance:

A3.1 User terminal manufacturing, production, and sales are not considered in this environ-

ment. It is assumed that virtual customers already possess the relevant technologies to

interact with any of the broadband services being offered, so these particular economics

are ignored.

A3.2 For computational simplicity, constellation design parameters are abstracted away and

focus is only given to the number of satellites in each orbit shell as our constellation

design variables. To further this assumption, we assume all satellites are in circular orbit

shells of varying altitude; however, detailed orbit shell dynamics are not modeled.

A3.3 A single type of satellite is modeled; therefore, the cost and performance metrics are

fixed values without any upgrades or economies of scale throughout the simulation. This

simplifies the available set of actions the decision-maker must consider.
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A3.4 LEO space is discretized into a finite set of orbit shells that the decision-maker may

launch to. This bounds the number of feasible strategies to a finite and countable number.

A3.5 Virtual customers are stateless. Therefore, their broadband service decisions are recom-

puted at the beginning of every virtual month. This presents the decision-maker with

near-immediate feedback to their strategy alterations.

A3.6 Virtual customers are also assumed to be rational in their decisions for broadband service.

A3.7 Satellites launched in a given epoch are active constellation components on the next

epoch. Therefore, there is no setup or delay time modeled.

A3.8 This environment is considered deterministic; i.e. there is no uncertainty to the models

of the simulation.

As a step towards understanding strategies, a simple business environment is presented

in which the decision-maker attempts to build their constellation and gain customers. The

decision-maker must take actions to maximize profits from virtual customers who subscribe to

their satellite internet service according to a deterministic utility function. Such a simplification

avoids the computational complexity of managing the preferences of potentially hundreds of

thousands of customers. Therefore, the evaluation of whether to purchase the satellite internet

service from the company is modeled as a simple binary decision for the entire population of

available customers. This decision is based on constellation performance (approximate values

for data throughput, average coverage gap, and average latency) and price for satellite internet

services. Satellite quality metrics are fixed throughout the environment for all constellations.

This simplifies computation of figures of merit. Additionally, launches are available at each

epoch, assuming that the decision-maker has enough funds for the purchase. This yields an

instantaneous buy-and-launch mechanism that is not seen in the real world due to safety, avail-

ability, and scheduling; however, we make this simplifying assumption as a means to abstract

out these concerns. Such an assumption also abstracts any potential inventory management

dynamics that would inevitably occur. Figure 3.1 shows a visualization of this problem.
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Figure 3.1: SATCOM Grid World with Deterministic Functionality

Competition within this environment is modeled as a single, static competitor with a con-

stellation already in orbit. This competitor makes no actions or adjustments during the course

of the simulation. Although impractical, modeling such a competitor gives a qualitative indi-

cation of what strategies might prove useful to new operators attempting to compete with an

established aerospace business. A baseline static competitors also informs the qualitative rela-

tionship between the initial amount of funding and time horizon required before the decision-

maker becomes profitable.

At the beginning of the simulation, the decision-maker has initial funds, finit, which can

be used to purchase and launch satellites into specific LEO orbit shells to expand their constel-

lation network. Launching to each orbit shell has a fixed cost claunchi
, where i represents the

relative altitude of each orbit shell. As altitude increases, the cost to launch to that orbit shell

also increases. The relative average latency of the system is directly proportional to the average

altitude of the constellation, and the relative average coverage gap of the system is inversely

proportional to the average altitude of the constellation. The decision-maker must also specify

a price p, for their satellite internet services offered to virtual customers.
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As the simulation progresses, customers recompute their decision of internet service provider

at each epoch and revenues are given to the decision-maker if the customers have chosen to

purchase their services. If satellites are launched during an epoch, the cost for each satellite

launch is subtracted from the decision-maker’s funds. Developing the SATCOM resource man-

agement problem as a sequential decision-making problem allows us to construct the problem

using known techniques, albeit with some implementation limitations. A common method of

solving such sequential decision-making problems may be found in optimal control theory.

Specifically, recursively solving the Bellman optimality equations and the subsequent Back-

ward Dynamic Programming Algorithm are used to model and solve for an optimal strategy.

3.1 Dynamic Programming (DP)

3.1.1 Deterministic, Dynamic Programming

The term dynamic programming was introduced by Bellman to study optimization problems

which involve sequential decision-making [58]. A deterministic dynamic program (DP) may

define any optimal control problem with the general structure of a particular dynamical envi-

ronment. Specifically, this structure must have two key features: (1) a dynamic system with

discrete epochs, and (2) an additive cost function over these discrete epochs [59]. A general

dynamic program has several components which will be described in detail below. Note that

notation in this chapter is taken from Bather Ch 2.2 [60].

Time Horizon (T ):

The horizon, T , represents the number of decision epochs in the problem. For a finite-horizon

DP, decision epochs are indexed by t = 0, 1, ..., T . These epochs are often referred to as “peri-

ods” or “stages” in different literature. Decisions in a DP are made in epochs 0 through T − 1

with no decision being made in the terminal epoch, T .

States and State Space (S):

At each decision epoch, the system is said to occupy a single state. We define that state at time
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t as st and the set of all potential states as the State Space, S. The state space S is typically

finite, but in other cases it may just be a countable set. However, it can also be a subset of a

Borel set of a complete, metric space.

Actions and Action Space (A):

At each epoch, the decision maker must take an action, also known as a decision or control,

which can be represented by at. The actions available to the decision-maker at epoch t and state

st are denoted by the set of all feasible actions At(st). We denote the union of all such sets as A.

Cost Function (C):

At each epoch, the system incurs a cost ct(st, at) that is a function of the current state, the

action taken at this epoch, and, possibly, the epoch itself. Additionally, a terminal cost, cT (sT ),

can be defined as the cost of being in a given state at the end of the horizon. Note that this cost

may be zero. The collection of all costs can be denoted as C.

Law of Motion (L):

The evolution of the system from state st to st+1 by taking actions at is described by a function

known as the law of motion, Lt. This function is defined as:

st+1 = Lt(st, at) (3.1)

Such a function can either be explicitly or implicitly defined.

Decision Rules (d):

A decision rule, dt, is defined as a function, that maps a given state at a particular epoch, st, to

a specific action:

at = dt(st) (3.2)

Policies (π):

A policy, π, (also called a strategy or control profile) is a collection of decision rules, where
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there is a unique decision rule for each epoch:

π = {d0, d1, ..., dT−1} (3.3)

The set of all possible policies is denoted as Π.

Formulation of a Dynamic Program

A specific dynamic program can be defined by the quintuple {T, S,A,C, L}. The goal of

dynamic programming is to find an optimal policy, π∗, which minimizes the total cost:

π∗ = argminπ∈Π

{
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
t=0

ct (st, dt (st))

}
(3.4)

where π∗ =
{
d∗0, d

∗
1, . . . , d

∗
T−1

}
, and st+1 = Lt(st, at). The core of dynamic programming is

rooted in Bellman’s Principle of Optimality, which proves the existence of such an optimal

policy:

Theorem 3.1. (Bellman Principle of Optimality) Let π∗ = {d∗0, d∗1, ..., d∗T−1}, be an optimal

policy for a DP defined by {T, S,A,C, L}. Assume that using π∗ you would arrive at state

st at time t. Now consider the sub-problem whereby at st at time t, with a horizon of T − t

periods remaining, you wish to minimize the cost-to-go Jt(st), over all possible policies, for

the remaining horizon π(t) = {dt, dt+1, ..., dT−1}. That is:

J
π(t)
t (st) = cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t

ck (sk, dk (sk)) (3.5)

Then, the truncated policy π∗(t) = {d∗t , d∗t+1, ..., d
∗
T−1} is optimal for the sub-problem.

Proof. See Appendix A.

Given this theorem, Algorithm 1 naturally emerges and gives a manner of computing

an optimal policy through the use of induction by proceeding “backwards in time”. Indeed,

this algorithm is often called the Backward Induction Algorithm or the Backward Dynamic

Programming Algorithm:
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Algorithm 1 The Backwards Dynamic Programming Algorithm
1: procedure DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM

2: Set JT (sT ) = cT (sT ) and set t = T − 1
3: For each s ∈ S , suppose st = s and calculate:

Jt (st) = min
at∈At(st)

{ct (st, at) + Jt+1 (Lt (st, at))} (3.6)

4: If t = 0, STOP, else set t = t− 1 and GO TO (3)
5: end procedure

Using Algorithm 1, we are able to prove the existence of an optimal policy for any cor-

rectly defined discrete, deterministic dynamic program:

Theorem 3.2. Consider a DP defined by {T, S,A,C, L}. Then for every possible initial state

s0, the optimal cost J∗(s0) is equal to J0(s0) given by the last step of the Backwards Dynamic

Programming Algorithm, which proceeds backwards in time from period T to period 0.

Furthermore, if you define d∗t in such a way that a∗t = d∗t (st) is a minimizer in line (3) of

the algorithm, for every t and st, then the policy π∗(t) = {d∗t , d∗t+1, ..., d
∗
T−1} is optimal for DP.

Proof. See Appendix A.

3.1.2 Formulation of the Grid World Environment

Using the above nomenclature and framework, we formulate a grid world version of our SAT-

COM management problem as a dynamic program defined by the following tuple: {T, S,A,C, L}.

The rest of this section defines each of these elements for our particular resource management

environment. We then use Algorithm 1 to solve for an optimal policy within the environment

and further explore the solution space.

Time Horizon (T ):

The environment formulation utilizes a finite-horizon in which t denotes as an index of the

following set: 0, 1, ..., T where T is the time horizon (or length of simulation time). For the

environment simulation, each epoch t represents a month of simulation time; therefore, the

decision-maker is allowed to select business decisions on a monthly basis.
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States and State Space (S):

The state of the system at a specific epoch, t, may be represented as the following vector:

s⃗t =



funds

price

n1

n2

n3


(3.7)

where funds is the funding available to the decision-maker for purchases, price is the price

of internet services set by the decision-maker, and ni is the number of satellites in orbit shell

i. Note that each element of the state vector is a discrete value; therefore, the overall state

space, S, can be represented as a discrete combination of all possible values of the above state

vector. Additionally, note that s⃗ grows with additional orbit shells or constellation detail. Due

to this potentially long vector, the problem can suffer from the curse of dimensionality (refer to

Section 3.1.3 for more information).

Actions and Action Space (A):

An action available during epoch t, at state s⃗t, a⃗(st), may be represented by the following

vector:

a⃗(st) =



l1

l2

l3

pChange


(3.8)

where li is the amount of satellites launched at epoch t to orbit shell i, and pChange is the

change to the decision-maker’s price of broadband service offered to virtual customers. Note

that launches to multiple orbit shells are allowed in an epoch in this formulation. The rationale

behind this modeling decision is that SpaceX launches multiple payloads of its Starlink con-

stellation into different orbit shells per month [61]. The action space of this environment, A, is
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therefore represented by all feasible combinations of the above action vector.

Cost Function (C):

The costs generated by this deterministic environment at epoch t, by taking action a⃗t, while in

state s⃗t, and going to state j⃗ in epoch t+ 1 may be written as:

ct(s⃗t, a⃗t) = ct(⃗jt+1, s⃗t, a⃗t) (3.9)

To model the financial implications of time-delay and limit the number of duplicate strategies

which produce similar overall returns, the deterministic cost function is formulated as the cash

flow discounted to the beginning of the time-horizon:

ct(⃗jt+1, s⃗t, a⃗t) = −PVt =
−CFt

(1 +R)t
(3.10)

where PVt is the present value of cash flow at epoch t, CFt is the cash flow at epoch t, and R

is a fixed interest rate throughout the simulation. In the realm of corporate finances, cash flow

can be defined as simply all the revenues and costs at a particular epoch or between a specified

time interval; therefore, the cash flow, at each epoch, can be described as:

CFt = rrevenue − claunch − cCAM (3.11)

where rrevenue is defined as the revenues gained from virtual customers, claunch is defined as

the total cost of launches conducted during the epoch, and cCAM is the total cost of collision

avoidance maneuvers required during the epoch.

Monthly revenues generated from providing broadband services are modeled as:

rrevenue =


price · npopulation if U(s⃗t) = 1

0 otherwise
(3.12)
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where price is the decision-maker’s broadband service price at epoch t, npopulation is the total

number of virtual customers in the simulation, and U is a utility function that computes a binary

response based on the current state of the environment (this includes the static competitor’s

constellation as well). The utility function is defined as:

U(s⃗t) =



1 if (price > p′) ∧ (f(s⃗t) ≥ f ′) ∧ (g(s⃗t) ≥ g′) ∧ (h(s⃗t) ≥ h′)

1 if (price ≥ p′) ∧ (f(s⃗t) > f ′) ∧ (g(s⃗t) ≥ g′) ∧ (h(s⃗t) ≥ h′)

1 if (price ≥ p′) ∧ (f(s⃗t) ≥ f ′) ∧ (g(s⃗t) > g′) ∧ (h(s⃗t) ≥ h′)

1 if (price ≥ p′) ∧ (f(s⃗t) ≥ f ′) ∧ (g(s⃗t) ≥ g′) ∧ (h(s⃗t) > h′)

0 otherwise

(3.13)

where f , g, and h are functions for constellation figures of merit which approximate total

system throughput, mean latency, and mean coverage gap, respectively. The competitor’s

broadband service price, total system throughput, mean latency, and mean coverage gap are

described by p′, f ′, g′, and h′, respectively. The competitor’s constellation figures of merit

are approximated using their static constellation design and the same functions used for the

decision-maker’s constellation; however, the price p′ is a fixed value throughout the simulation.

Note that the above utility function has been crafted such that the decision-maker only receives

customers if their constellation performance and price of service are as appealing (or more ap-

pealing) than the competition’s. This guarantees that the decision-maker is gaining customers

from a known, explainable process.

The computation of system throughput for a P-LEO constellation, with potentially thou-

sands of individual satellites, over a given region with potentially hundreds of thousands of user

terminals, at a specific time of day, is a computationally intensive problem in itself; therefore,

we approximate the total system throughput as:

f(s⃗t) ≈ RB

3∑
i=1

ni (3.14)
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where RB represents the maximum data rate of the modeled satellite and ni represents the total

number of satellites within orbit shell i.

The latency of a satellite constellation is defined as the lag in time between a data request

and the start of that data transfer [24]. Although latency exists in all networks, it is further

exacerbated in satellite internet networks due to additional delays of data transfers between the

ground and space segments. Each of these added delays is a function of the distance between

terminals and satellites, and the speed of light. Having considered these limitations and the

system model, we approximate a constellation’s latency as a linear function:

g(s⃗t) ≈ lbase ·Ravg (3.15)

where lbase is a baseline latency value which is multiplied by the average altitude of the constel-

lation, Ravg. This average altitude can be defined using the number of satellites in each orbit

shell of the decision-maker’s constellation:

Ravg =

∑3
i=1 i · ni∑3
i=1 ni

(3.16)

Coverage gaps are defined as the time in which satellites (and therefore internet services)

are not available to specific ground segments [62]. The mean coverage gap can then be defined

as the average length of breaks in coverage for a given user terminal. In the case of our SAT-

COM framework, such a figure cannot be computed accurately with the given state information,

so this is also an approximation using the average constellation altitude:

h(s⃗t) ≈
1

1 +Ravg

(3.17)

In both functions g and h, the average altitude, Ravg, is used as a surrogate variable to approx-

imate the relative performance of constellations within the environment. This is due to three

factors:

1. A state vector with more detailed constellation design information would make the dis-

crete dynamic program computationally infeasible (see Section 3.1.3 for details).
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2. If detailed constellation data were available, the traditional computation of complete

global coverage for LEO constellations is typically given over an average day [63] and

would take an infeasible amount of time to compute for each epoch.

3. Since customer behavior in this environment can be interpreted as zero-sum, specific

constellation performance is not required; only relative performance is needed to assign

customers to the superior service provider.

In the case of relatively low altitudes, latency is minimized, but mean coverage gap is maxi-

mized. Alternatively, higher altitudes minimize mean coverage gap but maximize latency. Such

a trade-off is a delicate balance in the design of P-LEO constellations.

For the sake of simplicity, the cost of manufacturing, storing, and launching satellites has

been factored into a single cost function. Such a function computes the total cost at each epoch

as:

claunch = cL1 + cL2 + cL3 (3.18)

where cLi is defined as the cost of satellites to be launched to orbit shell i. We further define

these costs as a function of the state of the system and the action executed:

cLi(s⃗t, a⃗t) =


ci if (li > 0) ∧ (funds ≥ ci)

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (3.19)

where ci is a fixed cost to launch to a particular orbit shell and li (the amount of satellites to

launch to the orbit shell i) is a non-zero launch order by the decision-maker. This formula-

tion also guarantees the decision-maker has enough funds to pay for the total cost of launches

ordered. Such conditions are required to capture the economic constraints of the environment.

Once satellites are in orbit, they must be monitored, maintained, and protected from res-

ident space objects and other P-LEO constellations; therefore, we model our final cost as a

collision avoidance maneuver (CAM) cost. For simplicity, CAM costs are simplified and mod-

eled as:

cCAM = cCAM1 + cCAM2 + cCAM3 (3.20)
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where cCAMi
represents the cost of performing a critical collision avoidance maneuver in orbit

shell i at the current epoch. Each CAM cost can be computed based on the state of the system

and the competitor’s static constellation design:

cCAMi
(s⃗t) =


(ni + n′

i)/(nmax) if (ni > 0) ∧ (n′
i > 0)

0 otherwise
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (3.21)

where ni are the satellites owned by the decision-maker and n′
i are the satellites owned by the

static competitor, at epoch t, in orbit shell i. The maximum number of satellites the decision-

maker can launch to any orbit shell is also defined as nmax and used to normalize CAM costs.

Note that this formulation ensures that CAM costs are only applied when both competitors

occupy the same orbit shell; otherwise, there is no need for collision avoidance and CAM costs

are computed to be zero.

The final component of the cost function, known as the terminal cost, cT , is produced

upon reaching the end of the finite-horizon. Although our framework is a finite-horizon, we

conclude the formulation of the dynamic program by setting the terminal cost to zero (i.e. the

decision-maker does not receive any revenues or incur any costs for reaching the terminal state):

cT (s⃗T ) = 0 (3.22)

Law of Motion (L):

The law of motion of the environment bounds the state space from entering infeasible states

and applies additional economic, business, and constellation constraints to the decision-maker’s

action space. Since the state of the system, st, is a vector, the law of motion, L, may be
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separated into unique laws of motion for the update of each variable within the state vector:

s⃗t+1 =



fundst+1 = L1(s⃗t, a⃗t)

pricet+1 = L2(s⃗t, a⃗t)

n1t+1 = L3(s⃗t, a⃗t)

n2t+1 = L3(s⃗t, a⃗t)

n3t+1 = L3(s⃗t, a⃗t)


(3.23)

in which Li(s⃗t, a⃗t) is a specific law of motion for updating a particular variable within the state

vector. The update of the decision-maker’s funds is formulated as:

L1(s⃗t, a⃗t) = fundst + CFt (3.24)

where CFt is the cash flow at time t and L1 is an accounting update to the decision-maker’s

funds for the next epoch, given costs and revenues computed in the current epoch. The price of

broadband service may also vary based on the decision-maker’s input:

L2(s⃗t, a⃗t) =


pricet + pChange if pmin ≤ (pricet + pChange) ≤ pmax

pricet otherwise
(3.25)

where price is a variable in the state vector, pChange is a variable in the action vector, and pmin

and pmax are the minimum and maximum possible offering prices, respectively. Such dynamics

bound the price of service to a feasible set, therefore, limiting the state space that needs to be

explored. The number of satellites in orbit shell i are updated according to the remaining law

of motion:

L3(s⃗t, a⃗t) =


ni + li if (fundst ≥ claunch) ∧ ((ni + li) < nmax)

ni otherwise
∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (3.26)

where ni are the satellites owned by the decision-maker at orbit shell i, li are the satellites

requested by the decision-maker to orbit shell i, and nmax is a set value for the maximum
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number of satellites the decision-maker can launch to a particular orbit shell. Note that this

update not only ensures that satellites are never removed from a constellation but also bounds

satellite launches by economic and computational constraints. The economic constraint is sim-

ply the decision-maker’s ability to afford more satellites. The computational constraint is one

which bounds the number of satellites in any particular orbit shell to a feasible maximum to

computationally limit the state space needing to be explored.

Given the above definitions of each component, the discrete, deterministic dynamic pro-

gram formulation of the environment is complete. It may be noted that if the cost function

and law of motion are replaced with a reward function and state transition probabilities, this

formulation is very similar to that of a discrete stochastic dynamic program, also known as a

Markov Decision Process (MDP) [58]. Indeed, deterministic dynamic programs are simply a

class of MDPs in which state transition probabilities are either 1 or 0.

Although it has many benefits, the primary appeal of formulating an environment as an

MDP is the existence of known solution methods which yield policies for infinite-horizon,

stochastic environments. These algorithms further exploit the Bellman Principle of Optimality

and are called Value Iteration Algorithm (VIA) and Policy Iteration Algorithm (PIA) [59].

However, the class of environments we investigate are unable to utilize these methods due to

the most common issue with such problem formulations: the curse of dimensionality.

3.1.3 Curse of Dimensionality

The curse of dimensionality (also coined by Bellman [58]) refers to the increasing difficulty

of solving even a simple system of linear equations when that number of equations and the

associated design variables grow to be very large. Computationally, this is often the limitation

of implementing MDPs; as the number of state variables in our state vector, s⃗, increase, so do

the possible number of states to be explored. This also holds true for action variables within

action vector a⃗. Additionally, for discrete-state MDPs, discretization of each state and action

variable itself also plays a role in determining how many state-action pairs need to be explored.

If a small discretization value is selected, the number of possible pairs will be very large and

lead to state space explosion. If this occurs, dynamic programming-based solution methods
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such as VIA or PIA are no longer viable solution methods. Due to the multivariate nature of

the dynamic program formulated above, discretization of each state and action variable has

been carefully chosen to give meaningful, qualitative results while avoiding this computational

hurdle.

Although optimal policy development with large state spaces has been explored using

level-set functions [64], these methods often require additional constraints on the MDP, such as

a partially constrained final state. Additional works have also attempted to combine constraints

in the DP algorithm as a single surrogate constraint to ease and shrink the solution space [65];

however, this optimization is heavily model-dependant.

3.2 Framework Implementation

The deterministic dynamic program detailed above was implemented in MATLAB using the

DynaProg [66] discrete dynamic programming solver. The dynamics presented above are mod-

eled as a MATLAB function which is then passed into the DynaProg solver with discretized

state and action spaces. The Backward Dynamic Programming Algorithm is then utilized to

evaluate each possible combination of state-action pairs throughout the time-horizon of the

simulation.

As with all discrete solvers, the state space and action space must both be discretized.

Therefore, we present the discretization of each variable in the state and action vectors in Ta-

ble 3.1 and Table 3.2, respectively. Note that although this discretization is relatively coarse,

the number of possible states is the number of possible combinations of each state variable.

For the given discretization, the total number of feasible states is 750,000; indeed, further dis-

cretization would exponentially increase this value. This is due to the curse of dimensionality

and, therefore, the exponential increase of computations needed by the Backward Dynamic

Programming Algorithm.

Coupled with Table 3.1 and Table 3.2, the parameters defined in Table 3.3 complete our

numerical formulation of the dynamic program. This standard dynamic program will be further

modified to investigate coupling between action variables.
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Table 3.1: Discretization of state space
State Variable Min Value Max Value Discretization

funds ($ m) 0 5000 Steps of 100
price ($) 0 150 Steps of 10

n1 (satellites) 0 1000 Steps of 100
n2 (satellites) 0 1000 Steps of 100
n3 (satellites) 0 1000 Steps of 100

Table 3.2: Discretization of action space
Action Variable Possible Values
l1 (satellites) {0, 100}
l2 (satellites) {0, 100}
l3 (satellites) {0, 100}
pChange ($) {-10, 0, 10}

Using the values given in Table 3.3 along with the assumption that a single competitor

exists and has a constellation of 1000 satellites in the h2 orbit shell, we are able to solve the

above DP formulation and produce an optimal policy for the simple constellation management

problem. Additionally, we assume that virtual customers will want to minimize price, pseudo-

coverage gap, and latency, while maximizing total system throughput. Using the following

initial conditions:

s⃗0 =



funds = 1000

price = 0

n1 = 0

n2 = 0

n3 = 0


(3.27)

we solve the dynamic program and visualize the control signal corresponding to the optimal

policy in Figure 3.2 and the associated state evolution in Figure 3.3.

Interpreting the results of this nominal DP, a few general outcomes are noted:

• When computing the cost-to-go from Equation (3.5), using the formulation of present

value cash flow from Equation (3.10), the function J0 is equivalent to the net present
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Table 3.3: Parameters defining the MDP
Parameter Value Units
T 300 months
pmin 0 $
pmax 150 $
R 7 %
nmax 1,000 satellites
ncustomers 750,000 -
c1 30 $ m
c2 60 $ m
c3 90 $ m
RB 5 Gbps
lbase 100 ms
n′
1 0 satellites

n′
2 1000 satellites

n′
3 0 satellites

p′ 100 $
f ′ 5 Tbps
g′ 200 ms
h′ 1/3 -

value (NPV ) of executing a particular investment strategy in the SATCOM industry:

π∗ = argminπ∈Π

{
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
t=0

ct (st, dt (st))

}
= argmin

π∈Π

{
0 +

T−1∑
t=0

−PVt

}
(3.28)

π∗ = argmin
π∈Π

{
−

T−1∑
t=0

PVt

}
= argmin

π∈Π

{
−

T−1∑
t=0

CFt

(1 +R)t

}
= argmax

π∈Π
{NPVπ}

(3.29)

Specifically, according to Theorem 3.2, this is an optimal development strategy that is

quantifiable using either the NPV or cost-to-go.

• The optimal strategy which generates the control profile shown in Figure 3.2 indicates

that launching to h2 still remains a viable option due to the decision-maker’s rapid in-

crease of profits.

• There exists an artificial cap on the funds state variable up to $5 billion. Since the

decision-maker reaches this cap via backwards induction and the optimal strategy com-

puted includes CAM costs due to operating in orbit shell h2, slight decreases of funds
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Figure 3.2: Control Profile Corresponding to an Optimal Policy obtained from DP

are shown when the maximum Funds cap is achieved. This caused an oscillatory be-

havior in the decision-maker’s internet pricing as it attempts to regain the lost funds as

quickly as possible. Therefore, we may conclude the following: the oscillatory behav-

ior demonstrates a limitation of dynamic programming, and there exists strong coupling

between CAM costs, funds, and the price variables.

• Using the above insight, the maximum funds of the dynamic program may be interpreted

as a “target” value which the decision-maker would like to achieve and maintain within

the given time horizon. Note that is an artifact of a finite-horizon (which can be inter-

preted as a finite runway to achieve a target value); in cases of an infinite-horizon, this

would not be possible under the current formulation.

Finally, given the state trajectory computed using an optimal policy obtained from DP, it is

possible to evaluate traditional economic figures of merit for such a policy. Specifically, using

the funds state variable at each epoch, we are able to approximate the total profits over the
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Figure 3.3: State Evolution of System Corresponding to an Optimal Policy obtained from DP

time-horizon (Ptotal), the time-to-profit (TTP ), the compound monthly growth rate(CMGR),

and the compound annual growth rate(CAGR) [67].

Total profits over the time horizon are computed as the difference between the initial funds

and the NPV of investment:

Ptotal = NPVT − funds0 (3.30)

Time-to-profit is computed simply as the epoch in which the agent’s state of funds crossed

above the initial state of funds:

TTP = min
t
{t | fundst > funds0} (3.31)

If TTP returns N/A, then a profit was not successfully returned. Although economic invest-

ments are typically considered on a yearly basis, our simulation epochs are monthly. Therefore,
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the compound monthly growth rate, given as a percentage, is computed as:

CMGR =

((
fundsT
funds0

) 1
T

− 1

)
× 100 (3.32)

To supplement the CMGR, we also compute the compound annual growth rate and give it as

a percentage:

CAGR =

((
fundsY
funds0

) 1
Y

− 1

)
× 100 (3.33)

where

Y =
T

12
(3.34)

Table 3.4 gives a consolidated review of the resulting figures of merit for the above formu-

lation. Although these are economic figures are based on the decision-maker’s trajectory, the

underlying equations describe convenient performance metrics that can be used to measure the

economic impact of any policy obtained from DP. Note that units of [(t0) $ m] represent value

of funds in month t0 dollars, in millions. This is typically done in economics as a means of

discounting future costs and rewards for investment strategy purposes. Additionally, we note

that total profits are shown to be a negative value. This is due to the relative value computed

using the net present value. We note that a policy in which no investment action is taken would

result in a net present value of zero, and therefore, a total profit of -1000 due to the time value

of money. While a negative value for total profits is not ideal, the Bellman optimality equation

shows that this is the most optimal net present value.

Table 3.4: Consolidated Figures of Merit describing performance of an optimal policy
Figure of Merit Value Units

NPVπ∗ 194.4139 (t0) $ m
Ptotal -805.5861 (t0) $ m
TTP 17 months

CMGR 0.5388 %
CAGR 6.6608 %
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3.3 Variation of Scenarios & Parameters

To systematically assess and understand state-action couplings associated with the economic

performance metrics, the basic scenario presented in the previous section was altered accord-

ing to a variation of scenarios which includes: simulation design variables (Table 3.5), data

rates (Table 3.6), and competitor’s constellation design (Table 3.7). Note that units for each

economic figure of merit presented in these tables are identical to those presented in Table 3.4.

Each row of these table corresponds to a distinct scenario with an altered parameter within the

environment. Each new environment is then solved using the Backward Dynamic Program-

ming Algorithm to obtain an optimal policy. This variation of scenarios allows us to measure

and assess the economic figures of merit of different optimal policies against different scenarios

to find common trends and couplings within the environment.

Table 3.5: Variation of Simulation Design Parameters
Variation Parameter NPVπ∗ Ptotal TTP CMGR CAGR

Epochs 100 months 194.4813 -805.5187 17 1.6322 21.4444
Epochs 200 months 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.8073 10.1294
Epochs 300 months 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608
Epochs 400 months 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.4048 4.9677

Customers 500,000 0 -1000 N/A 0 0
Customers 750,000 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608
Customers 1,000,000 403.8492 -596.1508 14 0.5383 6.6545
Customers 1,500,000 773.0641 -226.9359 11 0.5364 6.6307

Competitor Price $50 0 -1000 N/A 0 0
Competitor Price $100 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608
Competitor Price $150 400.7740 -599.2260 16 0.5403 6.6804
Competitor Price $200 422.7023 -577.2977 15 0.5402 6.6791

We note that results in Table 3.5 show a few trends relating simulation parameters to the

economic FOMs via the optimal policy. Most importantly, it is shown that if there are too few

customers in the environment (500,000 in this case), the NPVπ∗ will be zero. This corresponds

to an optimal strategy of not investing in a P-LEO constellation. Although surprising, this strat-

egy becomes intuitive when considering that the profits from customers will not be sufficient

to recuperate the initial investment in constellation components (when factoring in discounting

of future cash flow). This phenomenon also occurs when the competitor’s offering price is too
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low to compete with ($50 in this case). If the decision-maker were to match this price or un-

dercut it, the resulting profits would again not be enough to recuperate the initial constellation

investment. In both cases, there seems to be an inflection point at which constellation devel-

opment becomes profitable. Additionally, as the number of epochs increases, both the CMGR

and CAGR decrease. While funds0 and fundsT are constant throughout the variation, the

increase in simulation length causes the compounding growth rate to be distributed across a

longer time-horizon. Finally, we note that as customers or the competitor’s offering price in-

crease, so does the NPVπ∗ . In the case of customers, this is due to a larger customer base that

can be charged for services. In the case of service pricing, as the competitor raises their price,

the decision-maker’s optimal policy becomes to match or slightly under cut this new, higher

price. In both cases, the increase in revenues causes both an increase in NPVπ∗ and Ptotal,

while decreasing the TTP .

Table 3.6: Variation of Data Rates to Simulate Satellite Technology Differences
Variation Parameter NPVπ∗ Ptotal TTP CMGR CAGR

Decision-Maker Data Rate 1 Gbps 0 -1000 N/A 0 0
Decision-Maker Data Rate 2 Gbps 0 -1000 N/A 0 0
Decision-Maker Data Rate 5 Gbps 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608
Decision-Maker Data Rate 10 Gbps 454.8921 -545.1079 12 0.5381 6.6520

Competitor Data Rate 1 Gbps 627.7524 -372.2476 7 0.5400 6.6759
Competitor Data Rate 2 Gbps 511.9247 -488.0753 9 0.5410 6.6886
Competitor Data Rate 5 Gbps 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608
Competitor Data Rate 10 Gbps 0 -1000 N/A 0 0

In Table 3.6, variations of data rate are modeled to abstractly approximate differences

in satellite technology between competitors. When reviewing these results, we note that if

the decision-maker’s data rate is too low or the competitor’s data rate is too high, then the

decision-maker’s optimal action is to not invest in the SATCOM industry due to the large dis-

parity amongst quality of service and, therefore, potential investment costs and associated rev-

enues. This trend can also be observed going in the opposite direction: as the decision-maker’s

data rate increases or the competitor’s data rate decreases, the NPVπ∗ increases due to the

technological advantage going to the decision-maker.
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Table 3.7: Variation of Competitor’s Static Constellation Design
Satellite Distribution NPVπ∗ Ptotal TTP CMGR CAGR

n′
1 = 1000, n′

2 = 0, n′
3 = 0 267.7238 -732.2762 15 0.5402 6.6784

n′
1 = 0, n′

2 = 1000, n′
3 = 0 194.4139 -805.5861 17 0.5388 6.6608

n′
1 = 0, n′

2 = 0, n′
3 = 1000 0 -1000 N/A 0 0

n′
1 = 0, n′

2 = 500, n′
3 = 500 34.7818 -965.2182 21 0.5412 6.6909

n′
1 = 500, n′

2 = 0, n′
3 = 500 193.6613 -806.3387 17 0.5378 6.6483

n′
1 = 500, n′

2 = 500, n′
3 = 0 278.2267 -721.7733 15 0.5388 6.6607

n′
1 = 333, n′

2 = 333, n′
3 = 333 221.7221 -778.2779 16 0.5390 6.6629

Finally, Table 3.7 shows perhaps the most interesting coupling, which is between the com-

petitor’s satellite distribution and the decision-maker’s NPVπ∗ . Specifically, if the competitor’s

satellites are all distributed in the same orbit shell, the higher the altitude of the competitor’s

constellation, it becomes less feasible for the decision-maker to invest in a competing constel-

lation. This is due to the modeled increase in launch costs associated with higher orbit shells.

This also holds true for cases in which the competitor’s constellation is distributed between

two or three orbit shells. However, the maximum NPVπ∗ is achieved when the competitor’s

constellation is evenly distributed between h1 and h2. This is due to the cheaper launch costs

associated with developing a constellation or equal or greater quality.
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Chapter 4

Sat-Tycoon: A Gamified Environment

Through significant modeling expansion, we introduce a multi-agent environment dubbed Satel-

lite Tycoon (Sat-Tycoon). This environment utilizes gamification techniques and a combina-

tion of computationally inexpensive models that were abstracted in the previous environment.

Specifically, this environment includes a more precise constellation coverage algorithm, an

evolved customer decision model, an expansion of financial modeling, and other modeling im-

provements. As in the previous environments, broad modeling assumptions for the environment

are stated below:

A3.1 Profits/Costs regarding user terminal manufacturing and production are not considered.

It is assumed that virtual customers already possess the relevant technologies to interact

with any players’ broadband services.

A3.2 All orbits are circular and without any orbital perturbations.

A3.3 Virtual customers are stateless. Therefore, broadband service decisions are recomputed

at the beginning of every virtual month.

A3.4 Although satellites must now be purchased prior to launch, launches themselves are in-

stantaneous. Satellites launched in a given epoch are active constellation components in

the next epoch. Therefore, there is no setup or delay time modeled.

A3.5 This environment is considered stochastic due to the inclusion of multi-player dynamics

(opponents’ constellation development strategies may not be readily predictable) and a

proposed collision probabilities model.
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While other works have focused on the economic implications of space debris [36] and

simulation gaming using existing general space mission design tools [41], this framework

specifically investigates the P-LEO SATCOM economy focused on providing global broad-

band services. Our modeling framework definitions follow an existing approach to presenting

framework designs [41]; however, our framework utilizes the novel approach of framing the

economic environment using elements of classical gamification. Defining this economic system

as a competitive resource management game allows us to exploit common gamification tech-

niques for research applications. Primarily, this approach allows us to model multiple decision-

makers simultaneously in an open-world environment as players to a real-time-strategy (RTS)

simulation game. Such an environment allows for multi-player interactions while being compu-

tationally inexpensive enough to render real-time updates of player constellation performances.

Tertiary benefits of gamification relate to an enhanced user experience and increased human

player engagement with the framework.

Broadly speaking, gamification can be used to intuitively model and visualize complex in-

teractions within multi-agent systems; however, modeling fidelity is typically inversely related

to gamification [68], i.e., the more detailed a simulated system becomes, the less gamified the

framework (see Figure 4.1 for examples). This holds for popular RTS simulation games, which

have been used as training environments for artificial agents [69]. Sat-Tycoon plans to address

this by constructing simplified models which are computationally cheaper while still yielding

acceptable results in a fraction of the time a detailed simulation requires. For instance, mod-

els of orbital dynamics, virtual customer behavior, and corporate finances may all be used in

conjunction with a player model to actualize the environment in which multiple player agents

– human or artificial – can apply strategies to gain customers. A rudimentary player resource

model is also developed to manage player assets and technologies.

The objective of each player in the environment is to maximize profits by making high-

level system design and business decisions for their P-LEO constellation operations while ex-

panding their footprint across the globe via technology improvements, launch frequency, and

competitive pricing strategies. To accomplish this complex objective, players are able to take

actions such as: purchasing satellites, building ground stations, launching satellites into orbit,
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Figure 4.1: Qualitative Comparison of Playability and Modeling Fidelity for Various Popular
Games

and dynamically changing the price they charge for internet services. Unlike the previous envi-

ronments, Sat-Tycoon is capable of representing geographical data in which players can choose

to offer broadband services to specific geographical regions. Due to the nature of the satellite

internet marketplace, competition in Sat-Tycoon is modeled as indirect interactions between

players in the environment. This modeling constraint allows us to consider the environment as

a competitive game due to the decomposed constraint of virtual customers only being allowed

to pay a single player for internet services at any given epoch.

At the beginning of each game (episode), players are allocated a specific amount of fund-

ing and can set up a limited constellation network using this funding before the game clock

begins. This is known as the game initialization phase. Once all players have confirmed that

they are ready to begin the game, they enter the main game dashboard that has all necessary

controls. The game then progresses over a fixed time-horizon with players receiving revenues

from their virtual customers at specific intervals throughout the game. Due to the long time-

horizon nature of infrastructure economies [70], we implement the game at an accelerated rate
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of time, equating a single second of real-time to two days of game-time. This allows for long-

horizon actions to be modeled and their effects to be visible at a reasonable time-scale. As

shown in Figure 4.2, a prototype graphical user interface (GUI) of Sat-Tycoon has been devel-

oped. The game itself lives on a university server currently able to test multi-player interactions

within a proof-of-concept prototype.

Figure 4.2: Prototype Graphical User Interface (GUI) of Sat-Tycoon

4.1 Environment Design & Modeling Process

The Sat-Tycoon framework is developed as a multi-player, strategy-simulation game in which

players act as high-level constellation operators vying for virtual customers and subsequent

revenues. The framework is capable of representing the strategic, temporal nature of satel-

lite internet companies and competition associated with multi-player satellite internet market-

places. Figure 4.3 describes the overall modeling components of Sat-Tycoon defined as an

Agent-Environment system. There are six major modeling components that constitute the game

mechanics of Sat-Tycoon:

1. Player model: defines the available actions a player can take and stores their player state

at predefined epochs throughout the game
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2. Player Resource model: defines the resources available for purchase, deployment, or

upgrade

3. Orbital Dynamics model: defines the process by which a player’s current resources trans-

late to constellation figures of merit using both along-track and across-track coverage

4. Collision model: defines the process in which player constellations may be subjected to

a collision event with space debris or other constellations

5. Customer model: defines the customer decision process for selecting ISPs by reformu-

lating the customer decision as a multi-attribute decision-making problem

6. Cost & Rewards model: defines the non-recurring and recurring costs (both time and

action-based), as well as a reward function based on each player’s customer base and

their internet service price

Figure 4.3: Sat-Tycoon Modeling Framework Shown as an Agent-Environment System
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The following sections describe key models needed to ensure an accurate and playable game

with meaningful strategy sets. These models are independently expressed and expandable with

respect to their fidelity. Each model may have its fidelity improved in the future, if computa-

tionally feasible.

4.1.1 Player Model

Players must focus on becoming a competitive service provider by engaging with the satellite

internet marketplace. The player state is defined as all information pertaining to the player,

including (but not limited to): current funds, resources, constellation design, constellation fig-

ures of merit, and customer base. To actively change their state, a player must take one of the

actions shown in Figure 4.4. Player states may also be changed via passive game dynamics:

fluctuations of revenues from virtual customer. However, such a state change does not require

any specific input from the player; rather, it is a byproduct of competitive environments and the

temporal nature of the game.

Figure 4.4: Base Actions Available to Players

When building satellites, players may choose any positive integer value and that number

of satellites will be manufactured for the player, provided funding availability for that amount

of satellites. Each satellite has basic attributes of mass, power, and lifespan. The mass of a

satellite determines how many of that type may be launched using a particular launch vehicle.

The power of a satellite is used to compute the average data rate capabilities of a player’s

constellation network.

Players may build a ground station in any valid terrestrial location by clicking directly on

the terrestrial map or by inputting a specific set of coordinates, contingent upon them having

sufficient funding for a ground station. Each ground station has attributes of access area and
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operational personnel. The access area is used to estimate the customer base nearby each

particular ground station. The number of operational personnel at each ground station directly

impacts its recurring cost in the form of salaries. Note that in our model we assume that all

customers have user terminals and we don’t currently model the associated details such as the

cost of distributing, maintaining, and switching to a competitor’s user terminals.

To launch satellites into a valid orbit plane, players must: build satellites, purchase a

launch vehicle, select the number of satellites to launch, and identify the orbit parameters using

an inclination and a right ascension of ascending node (RAAN) map. Once successfully in

orbit, the orbital dynamics model computes new constellation figures of merit. Once a player

has built a valid constellation (of any size), they are able to offer a monthly internet subscription

for their satellite internet service to virtual customers. This set price directly impacts not only

their number of customers, but also the quality and type of customers acquired by the player.

As a future expansion, unique internet subscriptions and pricing tiers based on geographical or

performance differences may be introduced.

4.1.2 Player Resource Model

As in any resource economy business, players require multiple types of resources to advance

their constellation performance. The resources in Sat-Tycoon are described as the following:

1. Satellites: players build and launch satellites into specific orbit planes to improve con-

stellation coverage

2. Ground Stations: players unlock access to new customers when these are built in new

areas

3. Space on Launch Vehicles: players must purchase these as a means of delivering their

satellites into LEO

4. Antenna Technology: players must research these technologies to improve their constel-

lation performance
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Throughout the progression of each technology class, key attributes associated with con-

stellation performance or overall costs are improved. As players invest in satellite technology

development, transmittable power increases, satellite mass decreases, and operational cost de-

creases. Ground stations act similarly; however, the recurring operational costs of a ground

station decreases due to automation of tasks (and therefore fewer employees to pay). Launch

vehicles exhibit a similar pattern but are specifically modeled with current commercial launch

vehicle performances [21].

Technology development not only unlocks a new aspect of game complexity, but also al-

lows for more realistic modeling capabilities and scenarios. As technologies such as phased

array antennae and satellite interlink technology become more standard, more competitive ad-

vantages will be afforded to those that invest strategically in select technologies. The design

of Sat-Tycoon’s Technology Progression allows for exactly these types of competitive studies

to be conducted in the future. There are many ways of modeling technology advancement in

a gamified framework: token-based attribute upgrades, experience-based resource availability,

and funding-based technology upgrades. We implement this last method using a basic technol-

ogy tree with fixed research costs for each resource.

4.1.3 Orbital Dynamics Model

To compare the performance of different satellite internet services, basic coverage figures of

merit are computed for each player’s constellation. Sat-Tycoon utilizes a first-order constella-

tion engine to map constellation elements to relevant figures of merit. Simplifying assumptions

are introduced in the construction of the constellation engine to trade modeling fidelity of the

orbit motion with computational speed for game playability. For a given orbit and ground

station, the constellation engine first estimates along-track coverage. Then, the constellation

estimates coverage over a full right ascension range at the ground station latitude. Note that

coverage over right ascension values may be mapped to coverage over longitudes as function

of the simulation epoch. Using Chapter 9 of Wertz [63], we develop a formulation to estimate

along-track coverage. This formulation is presented in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Along-Track Coverage Estimation
1: procedure ALONG-TRACK(i,Ω, ϵmin) ▷ Orbital elements and gateway from player state
2: Compute the Earth’s angular radius as a function of the orbit altitude, ρ
3: Compute the maximum nadir angle, ηmax, as a function of the minimum elevation and

Earth’s angular radius
4: Compute the Earth’s maximum central angle: λmax, as a function of the maximum

nadir angle and minimum elevation
5: Compute the Earth’s minimum central angle: λmin, as a function of instantaneous orbit

pole angular coordinates and ground station angular coordinates.
6: Compute an average Earth’s central angle: λavg = (λmax − λmin)/2
7: Compute the orbit period, P
8: Compute fraction of the orbit over which the ground station is in view, assuming non-

rotating Earth (reasonable for LEO), and duration of a single transit

∆T =
P

π
arccos

(cosλmax

cosλavg

)
(4.1)

9: Estimate the average number of satellites visible along track at a random epoch as

n =
∆T

P
nsat (4.2)

where nsat is the total number of satellites along a given orbit.
10: end procedure

The percentage of satellite orbits over one day that will cover a single point of Earth

surface at the given latitude, Cϕ, is then estimated. Depending on the selected orbit, one of three

coverage scenarios is expected: no coverage, one coverage region, or two coverage regions.

Naturally, the case with no coverage gives zero percentage of satellite orbits. For the case of a

single coverage region, the percentage of satellite orbits is given as:

Cϕ =
∆λ1

π
· 100 (4.3)

where

cos∆λ1 =
− sin γmax + cos i sinϕ

sin i cosϕ
(4.4)

For the case with two coverage regions, the percentage of satellite orbits is given as

Cϕ =
∆λ2 −∆λ1

π
· 100 (4.5)
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where

cos∆λ2 =
+sin γmax + cos i sinϕ

sin i cosϕ
(4.6)

Finally, the average number of satellites visible at a random epoch, n, is registered in

right ascension bands covered by the selected street of coverage at the given latitude (i.e., the

across-track coverage).

For regions on Earth where constellation coverage is present, a mean data rate is estimated

by averaging across all satellites servicing the given location. The data rate for an individual

satellite is estimated utilizing a canonical link budget formulation. Specifically, our data rate is

given as the following function:

RB = Γ ·B (4.7)

where B is the bandwidth of the given telecommunications technology and Γ is given by the

fundamental limit in spectral efficiency [71]:

Γ = log2 (1 + SNR) (4.8)

where SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio given in dB. We compute the signal-to-noise ratio using

the following formulation of the link budget (note that each value is given in dB):

SNR = EIRP +Gr −B − Ls − La − k (4.9)

where EIRP is the equivalent isotropic radiation power, Gr is the receiver gain, Ls is the free-

space path loss, La is the atmospheric loss, k is the Boltzmann constant, and B is, once again,

the bandwidth. Path losses are a function of the average altitude of the players constellation.

Atmospheric, misalignment, and cable losses are not accounted for in this computation of the

link budget. Each time a constellation is updated or altered, the figures of merit described above

will also be recomputed.
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4.1.4 Congestion & Collisions Model

The envisioned architecture of a collision model is shown in Figure 4.5. The three major com-

ponents of this model will be: an analytical evolution of space debris clouds, the computation

of collision probabilities from spatial densities, and the NASA Standard Breakup Model [72]. It

is possible to propagate space debris, resident space objects, and competitor constellations over

long time horizons via approximations of spatial density that are analytically computed [73].

The probability of a collision event occurring may be computed for each player’s constellation

with respect to the spatial density of space debris in their particular orbit shell. These collision

events are computed each virtual month. If a collision event occurs, an analytical version of the

NASA Standard Breakup Model can be used to approximate the space debris cloud generated

from such an impact.

Figure 4.5: Architecture of Collision Model

As an accurate propagation model of space debris is known to be computationally expen-

sive and time-consuming [74], alternative (first-order) methods must be employed to analyti-

cally propagate such a large number of space objects. We intend to implement an analytical

evolution model for space objects and opposing constellations by framing all objects not in

control of the player as a single, large space debris cloud. This will allow us to abstract more
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complex orbital dynamics and perturbation theory in favor of simply understanding the pro-

gression of the space debris cloud over the corresponding altitudes. Debris clouds vary along

the altitude, predominantly under the effects of atmospheric drag (although additional pertur-

bations due to J2 will also be considered) [73]. We simplify the motion of debris by grouping

the space debris cloud over altitude and area-mass ratio of individual debris objects. This al-

lows for faster computations without loss of much accuracy. The spatial number density s, at

a particular time t, and orbital height r, may be represented as the summation of all spatial

number densities:

s(r, t) =

Nh∑
i=1

Na∑
j=1

si,j(r, t) (4.10)

where si,j(r, t) is the spatial number density of space debris at time t, at an altitude i, with a

distinct area-mass ratio j and a specific radius r.

Once an accurate set of spatial densities is available, a simplified version of Kessler’s [75]

collision probability equation generates the probability of collision between a particular player

constellation and the space debris cloud:

Pcollision = σ
∑

i= volume

S̄satellite, iS̄debris ,iV∆Ui (4.11)

where σ is the collision cross-section area, S̄satellite, i is the spatial density of the satellite con-

stellation, S̄debris ,i is the spatial density of the space debris cloud, V is the collision velocity,

and ∆Ui is the volume of space at the i-th height interval.

Once a collision probability can be determined, a random number will be generated to

simulate if that collision has occurred or not. If the collision does not occur, the next player

constellation is analyzed. If a collision does occur, the subsequent space debris is then cataloged

at a particular altitude and area-mass ratio to be used in subsequent collision analysis. Note that

this specific model will introduce stochasticity into the environment and is a future development

item that is not implement in the “deterministic” version of the game.
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4.1.5 Virtual Customer Model

Each player’s customer base can be represented as the summation of all the customers allo-

cated to them by the environment based on their constellation performance and salient business

strategies. Such a formulation in which simulated customers choose suppliers of a good or

service is known as a sealed-bid, reverse-auction process and is shown in Figure 4.6. We sim-

ulate customers using a population distribution and growth function that discretizes the global

population by projected geographical squares. In each square, a percentage of the population

requests internet access, and this subset of the population is further discretized into four dif-

ferent sets of customers: loyal customers, price-conscious customers, power-user customers,

and nominal customers. Each customer type is modeled to have different preferences when

selecting an player. This is accomplished using a different vector of weighted preferences for

each customer type. The selection of a player by customers is formulated as a bidding evalu-

ation problem. A player is then selected through the use of a behaviour model, and all of the

customers of that particular type, in that particular projected square, are allocated to the chosen

player. Once all of the projected squares have had their customers allocated, each player com-

putes their revenue as a function of their total global customer base and their set internet price.

Figure 4.6: Customer Model Flowchart
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The customer behaviour model is framed as a multi-attribute decision making (MADM)

problem in which sets of customers, in a particular projected square, decide upon an internet

service provider given a set of weighted preferences. This method of customer decision-making

in the context of a reverse-bidding formulation is adapted from Section 3.2 of Cheng [76].

The general Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal-Solution (TOPSIS)

method, proposed by Tzeng and Huang [77] and outlined by Yang and Hung [78], is used to

solve the MADM problem for each customer type, in each grid cell. This method is given in

detail:

Step 1. Matrix Representation

The MADM problem can be written in matrix form with rows indicating competing alter-

natives (players) and columns indicating the different attributes considered in the problem. For

the current version of Sat-Tycoon, we consider the following player attributes: internet price,

data rate, data throughput, number of interruptions, longest interruption, and average latency

between a random satellite in the constellation and a ground station. Equation (4.12) presents a

MADM problem formulation with n different attributes and m different alternatives, in which

each entry of the matrix, xij, indicates the performance (raw value) of alternative (player) i for

attribute j. This matrix varies temporally and is updated once per virtual month.

X =



x11 x12 · · · x1n

x21 x22 · · · x2n

...
...

...
...

xm1 xm2 · · · xmn


(4.12)

Step 2. Normalization of performance ratings

Once a MADM matrix is formulated, we must normalize the performance ratings of each

attribute such that they can be compared on an equal basis. We take the approach of [77]
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in which attributes are categorized into cost and benefit attributes. From the customer’s per-

spective, cost attributes are those that should be minimized and benefit attributes are those that

should be maximized. In the MADM problem considered for our project, internet price, number

of interruptions, and longest interruption are all cost attributes, while data rate, data throughput,

and company reputation are all benefit attributes. Equations (4.13) and (4.14) show the formu-

lations of normalized cost and benefit attributes used in the TOPSIS method, respectively.

rij =
maxi {xij} − xij

maxi {xij} −mini {xij}
(4.13)

rij =
xij −mini {xij}

maxi {xij} −mini {xij}
(4.14)

We note that, through this normalization process, each attribute is expressed as a value in

the interval [0,1]. These normalized values are irrespective of attribute type since the larger the

rij , the more it satisfies the j-th attribute.

Step 3. Weighting of attributes

Weighting of attributes is an important component of the TOPSIS method since differ-

ent customer types will have different priorities regarding attribute importance during their

decision-making process. We may define a weighting vector to reflect each set of customers’

preferences regarding the attributes in the MADM problem. This weighting vector is applied

to the normalized matrix from the previous step and computed as:

vij = wjrij (4.15)

where wj is defined as the individual weight (or importance) applied to the j-th attribute

by the customer and vij is the weight-adjusted and normalized entry within the MADM matrix.
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Step 4. Identifying ideal and negative-ideal solutions

The ideal solution, A∗, and negative-ideal solution, A−, are defined by Equation (4.16)

and Equation (4.17), respectively.

A∗ =
{(

max
i

vij | j ∈ J
)
| i = 1, . . . ,m

}
= {v∗1, . . . , v∗n} (4.16)

A− =
{(

min
i

vij | j ∈ J
)
| i = 1, . . . ,m

}
=
{
v−1 , . . . , v

−
n

}
(4.17)

where J is the set of all attributes. The ideal solution is therefore a theoretical vector that

takes the best attribute values available from all alternatives and the negative-ideal solution is

the theoretical vector of the worst attribute values available from all alternatives.

Step 5. Distance calculation

The distances from each alternative to the ideal solution and the negative-ideal solution

are computed using the Euclidean norm and defined formally in Equation (4.18) and Equa-

tion (4.19), respectively.

S∗
i =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(
vij − v∗j

)2
, i = 1, . . . ,m (4.18)

S−
i =

√√√√ n∑
j=1

(
vij − v−j

)2
, i = 1, . . . ,m (4.19)

Note that S∗ and S− are now vectors describing the ideal and negative-ideal distances for

each of the m alternatives, respectively.

Step 6. Similarity calculation

The similarity of each alternative is then computed using the following derivation:

R∗
i =

S−
i

S−
i + S∗

i

, i = 1, . . . ,m (4.20)
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Note that the similarity of each alternative will always be in the interval [0,1] due to the nature

of the derived distances.

Step 7. Ranking and selection

Finally, we use an argmax function on the vector of similarity scores, R∗, to obtain the

alternative with the highest similarity metric. The player chosen by the TOPSIS method is then

assigned all the customers associated with that specific customer type in the evaluated projected

square (winner take all model).

4.1.6 Cost & Reward Model

Each player has, at most, three cost functions at any given point during gameplay. These

cost functions are: non-recurring, recurring (action-based), and recurring (time-based) costs.

The player also has a revenue function which is operated per quarter (discussed below). The

interaction between the cost and reward functions is summarized in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7: Model of Player Financial Functions
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Non-Recurring Costs:

A player’s non-recurring costs are defined within the game to be those costs that are only

incurred once during the entire gameplay. Such costs may be thought of as capital expendi-

tures (CapEx) of their company. Such expenditures typically take the form of: research and

development, new manufacturing processes, and system validation. For the time being, we will

abstract all CapEx to two simple, non-recurring costs: satellite research costs and ground sta-

tion (gateway) research costs. From previous works [79], typical P-LEO satellite non-recurring

costs are approximated as follows:

NRCSAT = 7 · TFULEO (4.21)

where NRC is the non-recurring cost and TFU is the theoretical first unit cost of the product

(a LEO satellite in our case). Also, from the same literature, we may take the non-recurring

costs associated with researching and constructing an initial ground station:

NRCGS = 5 · TFUGS (4.22)

where these are the corresponding values to non-recurring costs and theoretical first unit costs.

Such values will be incurred when the player purchases their first satellite or constructs their

first ground station. Afterwards, purchases of these products will be considered recurring

(action-based) costs and use a learning rate curve to simulate decreases in costs due to economies

of scale.

Recurring (Action-Based) Costs:

As previously mentioned, recurring costs can be broken down into action-based and time-

based functions. Action-based recurring costs are costs that are computed when the player

provides input to the game. Such inputs include: buying additional satellites, buying additional

ground stations, and launching satellites. Both satellite and ground station costs are classi-

fied as recurring costs due to their ongoing cost to the player; however, we may model both

products with dynamic pricing using a simple cost function that leverages learning rate during
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production. The general cost for each product is given below:

Cprod,Sat = TFULEO · LSAT (4.23)

Cprod,GS = TFUGS · LGS (4.24)

where TFU has already been defined as the theoretical first unit price of a given product and

L is given as the learning curve factor. This factor is subsequently defined as:

L ≡ NB (4.25)

where N is the number of units ordered and B is defined with the following equation:

B = 1− ln((100%)/S)

ln 2
(4.26)

where S is defined as the learning curve slope (listed as a percentage). As a player requests the

production of a resource, the overall cost of that resource will decrease from its TFU cost due

to more efficient processes, manufacturing optimizations, and streamlining production lines.

Launch costs for Sat-Tycoon are a fixed quantity; however, a tiered system will be ex-

plained for further expansion. From literature [21], the base cost to launch a satellite into LEO

was approximately $15,500 per kilogram. This is the average value for launch vehicles from the

late-1990s up until the mid-2000s (specifically the Space Shuttle). Further expansion and game

dynamics can be achieved by offering tiers of launch vehicles. Reusable launch vehicles such

as the SpaceX Falcon 9 and Falcon Heavy have a lower launch cost to LEO of approximately

$2,700 per kilogram and $1,400 per kilogram, respectively. In a recent NASA report [80], the

next-generation SpaceX Starship can reduce the launch cost even further to $500 per kilogram.

An additional layer of complexity that may be added in the future could be the variations in

orbit altitude. A higher altitude would require more fuel, thus resulting in a higher launch cost.

Lastly, insurance costs must also be computed for each launch. The insurance can be computed
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using the following equation:

Cins = 0.2 (Csat + Claunch) (4.27)

Recurring (Time-Based) Costs:

Finally, our last type of costs to the player are time-based recurring costs. These types of

costs can be thought of as pure operating expenditure (OpEx), since they are assessed during

every single epoch. Note that we will give costs over a certain sized epoch, but these costs

can be divided or multiplied as needed to assess cost over varying epoch sizes. The main

time-based recurring cost of a P-LEO constellation system is operating costs. Such costs can

be functions of time, ground station size, telecom system complexity, and personnel required

to operate the ground station. From literature [21], a typical gateway requires 4 shifts of 12

people operating the gateway. As of 2021, the yearly salary of an on-site engineer is given to

be $150,000/year. We may use this information to compute the yearly (or monthly) cost of

operating a single ground station and multiply this cost for ground stations a player has built.

See the computation below for the yearly cost of a single ground station:

CGS, oper = 4 · 12 · $150, 000 = $7, 200, 000 (4.28)

This may be incorporated into a broader equation to compute the total recurring cost to a player:

RCGS, oper = CGS, oper ·NGS (4.29)

where RCGS, oper is the yearly recurring cost of a player’s ground stations and NGS is the

number of ground stations a player owns and operates. Note that this is a general equation and

the time epoch will depend upon the epoch rate of the CGS, oper value.

System Revenue:

To compute revenue, we assume that the player has assigned a price for their internet ser-

vice in each area that they operate a ground station. Furthermore, we assume that the Customer

Model allocates a set of customers to this player based on their constellation figures of merit
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and internet service price. Note: this set of customers may be an empty set (this would corre-

spond to a player with infeasible or uncompetitive internet service). Given these assumptions,

computation of a player’s revenue may be computed and assigned each yearly quarter using the

following equation:

RM,N = IM,N ·NCust (4.30)

where RM,N is the revenue generated per three month period at grid cell corresponding to

M,N ; IM,N is the internet price per month assigned to the grid cell corresponding to M,N (or

a specific ground station); and NCust is the number of customers located within the grid cell

corresponding to M,N .

4.1.7 The Resulting Sat-Tycoon Environment

Using a combination of first-order modeling techniques and gamification, the Sat-Tycoon envi-

ronment has been developed and gone live on a private Auburn University server. Sat-Tycoon

demonstrates an expandable framework that allows multiple players to develop constellations

and compete against one another for virtual customers. As shown in Figure 4.8, this environ-

ment is a multi-player strategy simulation game which displays relevant information to players

via a GUI. This framework has led to the development of multiple “plug-n-play” models of

astrodynamics, customer decision-making, technology advancement, and player actions that

can be updated to higher fidelity models for added functionality and more meaningful strategy

design.

Figure 4.8: Multi-Player Functionality in Sat-Tycoon
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With further development, the Sat-Tycoon framework may aid in determining the feasi-

bility of possible business strategies and inform use cases for national security, astrodynamics

education, and additional research areas, such as technology portfolio development. Figure 4.9

visualizes the possible, longer-term pathways to continue Sat-Tycoon development beyond this

work. The framework demonstrated with the Sat-Tycoon prototype may also serve as a baseline

for frameworks to simulate P-LEO assets servicing. A gamified framework for P-LEO assets

servicing may include space logistics based on responsive launching, refueling, refurbishing,

repairing and debris removal, both with a competitive or collaborative gameplay.

Figure 4.9: Possible Long-Term Pathways for Sat-Tycoon Development
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Chapter 5

Discussion & Conclusions

The final chapter of this thesis concludes by reiterating our research questions and providing

direct answers based on the findings of this work. The hypotheses introduced in Section 2.4

are also presented and we are able to comment on each according to our results. This dis-

cussion is followed by the modeling limitations of each environment and the effects they have

on our results. Finally, based on the contributions, lessons learned, and limitations discov-

ered throughout this work, future environment modeling techniques and solution methods are

proposed.

5.1 Research Contributions

Through the process of developing this work, two unique modeling environments were devel-

oped: a SATCOM Grid World and Satellite Tycoon (a multi-player strategy simulation game).

The key concepts differentiating these environments from previous works was the inclusion of

competition, transitory dynamics, and development of business strategies relating to constel-

lation designs. From the development of these environments (both optimal policies generated

and lessons learned when designing the environment), we are able to address the initial research

questions asked in Section 1.2 of this work.

The Grid World environment was developed as a dynamic program with the decision-

maker competing against a static, established competitor that has an existing constellation in

orbit. This environment was solved using the Backwards Dynamic Programming Algorithm

and the following conclusions were noted:
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1. Due to the cost function design, the cost-to-go function J0 from Equation (3.5) is equiv-

alent to the net present value (NPV ) of executing a particular investment strategy in the

SATCOM industry. Thus, according to the Bellman Optimality Principle, the optimal

constellation development strategy is quantifiable as one which maximizes the NPV .

2. Due to the binary nature of the utility function design, the optimal strategy generated from

DP allows for launching to an already occupied orbit shell due to the rapid recuperation

of profits by customers.

3. Due to the limitations of state space exploration within dynamic programming, the decision-

maker reaches an artificial “cap” on the funds state variable. However, due to the exis-

tence of decision-maker satellites in an already occupied orbit shell, CAM costs are in-

curred to the decision-maker at each subsequent epoch. This causes the decision-maker

to fluctuate the price variable dictating their internet price in an attempt to regain these

funds. This leads to oscillatory behavior in the decision-maker’s internet pricing and

available funds. The oscillatory behavior demonstrates a limitation of dynamic program-

ming, and the existence of strong coupling between CAM costs, funds, and the price

variables.

4. Using points 2 and 3, the maximum funds of the dynamic program are interpreted as a

“target” value for the decision-maker to reach and maintain across the time horizon.

Additionally, a variation of scenario analysis was conducted on the Grid World environ-

ment by adjusting simulation parameters to understand the complex couplings between envi-

ronment parameters, state variables, and action variables. These variation of scenarios led to

several key insights:

1. If an environment was deemed infeasible (i.e., the decision-maker is not able to recu-

perate their initial investments throughout the remaining epochs in the simulation), the

optimal policy generated a static control profile. From a dynamic programming perspec-

tive, this “inaction” was the optimal policy in which the maximum NPV was achieved.
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2. If all other simulation variables are fixed, then as total simulation length decreased, both

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) and compound monthly growth rate (CMGR)

increase until a certain infeasibility point is reached. This inflection point is achieved

when the time-to-profit (TTP ) is equal to or less than the total simulation length. In this

case, the only feasible policy to take is “inaction”. Therefore, these economic figures of

merit are coupled to TTP and total simulation length.

3. The generated optimal policy from DP (and the subsequent NPV ) of the decision-maker

seems to be strongly coupled to the competitor’s initial, static constellation design. This

leads us to believe that there exist different criteria for barrier-to-entry in existing P-LEO

markets (depending upon the level of development and/or saturation from the competi-

tion).

4. Since dynamic programming suffers from the curse of dimensionality, it becomes im-

practical to investigate more complex dynamics using a dynamic programming formu-

lation of the environment. Specifically, higher dimensional systems are impractical to

model and solve using dynamic programming.

To expand past the limitations of dynamic programming and model dynamic multi-agent

competition, the Sat-Tycoon game was developed. This environment expands upon the orbital

dynamics modeling used in the Grid World by offering an expanded set of constellation design

variables for the space segment and individual orbit planes: inclination, RAAN, altitude, and

satellites per plane. Given the more detailed orbital dynamics model, the figures of merit com-

puted can also be more insightful and accurate. These figures of merit include: mean transit

duration, orbit percentage coverage, total time in view of orbit, number of coverage regions,

and data rate capabilities for a given area. These detailed constellation figures of merit are also

due to a rich terrestrial segment modeled in Sat-Tycoon which features ground station devel-

opment and customer data via a terrestrial map. Given the expanded geographical customer

data as well as the constellation figures of merit, the binary utility function of the Grid World

is replaced with a multi-attribute decision-making (MADM) problem which is formulated and

solved at each epoch of the simulation. Finally, whereas the Grid World environment modeled
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a single type of satellite for computational efficiency, Sat-Tycoon includes technology expan-

sions for satellites, launch vehicles, ground stations, and antenna arrays as a means to further

model the technology gaps associated with complex competition.

While Sat-Tycoon offers a much higher dimensional state and action space for the model-

ing of more complex business strategies, this high dimensionality also makes computationally

exploring the environment to uncover trends or economic equilibriums a difficult endeavor.

However, future work in the realm of multi-agent reinforcement learning and game theory may

resolve this issue (see Section 5.3 for more details). Throughout the modeling and develop-

ment process of Sat-Tycoon, we have gained the following insights regarding competition and

transient strategies within the SATCOM industry:

1. Although typically executed on a per launch basis, most constellation development aims

to provide a minimum quality of service or cater to a specific region. However, in Sat-

Tycoon, players must develop their constellations progressively. Although this gameplay

favors a sequential style of development, it also highlights the ability to make adjustments

based on customer population shifts or competitor actions.

2. While individual user terminals are not explicitly modeled due to computational infea-

sibility, ground stations (or more accurately “serviceable regions”) representing the area

in which a player’s constellation network offers broadband services to a finite amount of

customers are modeled. This allows for multiple players to compete in the same service-

able region in a more realistic manner than the Grid World’s zero-sum customer model.

While more robust, much of the explainability of environmental allocations of customers

to players is lost as modeling fidelity of the environment increases and additional lay-

ers of complexity are added between player actions and subsequent customer response.

While future stochastic processes may further erode the explainability of customer deci-

sions, the modeling of such processes is valid as long as these environmental scenarios

are reproducible and the requisite models constituting the environment are modeled with

a standard set of assumptions across each modeling component.
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3. The need for and resulting complexity of transient constellation development strategies

seems to be inversely related to the level of competition in Sat-Tycoon. If a single player

is playing Sat-Tycoon, virtually any constellation development strategy will guarantee

revenues against a baseline service provider. If multiple players are competing in the

same game environment, the need for a development strategy is relatively more critical

to their success. This phenomenon of monopoly in and of itself is not a novel discovery;

however, this highlights an implicit limit to the number of competitors the environment

can support over a long time-horizon.

Given the above insights, results, and lessons learned, we are able to address each of our

initial research questions with qualitative solutions and expand upon them. Note that while

we address the research questions, this work is meant to introduce modeling environments to

further explore these questions using the following techniques:

• Game and Economic Theory

• Underlying Satellite Motion

• Computational methods such as Reinforcement Learning

RQ1. How does varying the level of modeling fidelity affect performance metrics and com-

petition?

• As expected, increasing the modeling fidelity of the environment (particularly the number

of constellation design variables) gives players more optionality when developing con-

stellation deployment strategies; however, this limits the usefulness of traditional strategy

space exploration tools such as dynamic programming. Due to the P-LEO environment

being a highly dimensional problem, the curse of dimensionality becomes painfully ap-

parent when conducting experiments on the Grid World. The addition of a single ad-

ditional state variable exponentially grows the state space to the point of infeasibility.

However, the addition of constellation design variables also increases the accuracy and

robustness of constellation figures of merit. Although the Grid World considers static
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competition, when considering dynamic competition in Sat-Tycoon, the policy space be-

comes even more complex. If the player’s competitors have sufficiently complex strate-

gies, the competition in Sat-Tycoon may be interpreted as a partial information game

which requires far more robust solution methods.

RQ2. What are the economic benefits and penalties of competition to dynamic constella-

tion development strategies?

• Benefits: For both environments, there exist non-intuitive, complex couplings between

a competitor’s constellation design and a resulting optimal policy. Such couplings can

inform constellation designers or operators if/when development of a competing satellite

constellation is feasible or not simply based on the competitor’s existing P-LEO constel-

lation.

• Penalties: For certain constellation performance differences that are driven by superior

technology, if competitors have the superior technology, developing a constellation and

recuperating initial investments in a specified time-horizon becomes infeasible due to the

decision-maker’s added expenses of developing a competitive service. However, in envi-

ronments such as Sat-Tycoon (and in practical applications) a competitor’s technological

capabilities are not precisely known; rather, a competitor’s quality of service and con-

stellation design allows us to approximate their technology capabilities. It must be noted

that neither environment captures a P-LEO constellation’s customer capacity.

RQ3. Which variables impact economic figures of merit that measure success, failure, and

risk during development of a P-LEO constellation, in a competitive environment?

• The time-horizon, competitor’s constellation capabilities (technologies), and available

customers all impact economic metrics such as NPV , TTP , and CAGR. Specifically,

each of these environment variables impact the feasibility of investing in the SATCOM

industry by impacting the NPV . Additionally, if a pricing competition is too aggressive,

the player cannot undercut their competitors and, therefore, the economic risk of not

recuperating one’s investment is too high to engage in the market.
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5.2 Limitations of Environments

While both environments developed throughout this work are able to model different versions

of transient constellation development and competition, they also possess limitations that pre-

vent further experimentation or analysis. It is crucial to identify these limitations as a first step

towards bridging the knowledge gap between the Grid World (which is solvable, but limited)

and Sat-Tycoon (which is strategically complex, but difficult to solve).

5.2.1 Limitations of Grid World

Although a powerful and motivating base environment, the SATCOM Grid World is modeled

as a discrete, deterministic dynamic program. This modeling approach produces two major

caveats: discrete states and actions typically have dimensionality restrictions, and the deter-

ministic nature of the DP formulation limits the possible modeling scenarios. Such an envi-

ronment is in fact the simplest case of a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Typically, MDPs

include stochasticity and are solved using state transition probabilities (known as model-based

methods) or direct state-action interactions with the environment (known as model-free meth-

ods). However, neither method guarantees a globally optimal policy as in the case of dynamic

programming.

Regarding modeling limitations, both the orbital dynamics and customer models are very

limited due to the aforementioned dimensionality constraints, need for an explainable customer

allocation process, and lack of constellation information stored in the decision-maker’s state.

Although relative and mainly used for comparative analysis, the approximate constellation fig-

ures of merit are only based on satellites per orbit shell. In actuality, computation of a constel-

lation’s coverage over a specific region requires most of the orbital elements and information

regarding coverage region of interest. Additionally, while we model the customer decision

model using a zero-sum utility function, this is mainly done for simulation explainability and

recreation.
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5.2.2 Limitations of Sat-Tycoon

While a much more advanced environment than the Grid World, Sat-Tycoon also has a few

key limitations to its functionality. The two major hurdles facing Sat-Tycoon experimentation

are: a lack of solution methods for obtaining strategies or economic equilibriums, and a lack

of intuitive gameplay. The first hurdle has both a model complexity and a competition design

issue. While the Grid World has a relatively small policy search space, depending upon the

number of players, Sat-Tycoon can have an exponentially larger and more complex search

space. This search space cannot be explored using single agent methods due to the lack of

sophisticated competitor strategies needed to properly compete against the agent. This not

only hinders strategy development, it also limits systematic exploration of game and economic

theories such as Nash or Walras equilibriums. To overcome this hurdle, Sat-Tycoon will need

to be formulated and solved with multi-agent considerations.

The second major hurdle facing Sat-Tycoon is the user interface design and overall lack

of intuitive gameplay. While most research games feature a dashboard of relevant information

(such as the state of the player), by the nature of P-LEO constellations, this may not be feasible

in the case of Sat-Tycoon due to the many variables and high dimensional state space. Addi-

tionally, model implementation into the Sat-Tycoon framework does not guarantee a gamified

experience.

5.3 Future Works

Given the research contributions of this work and the current limitations of both the SATCOM

Grid World and Sat-Tycoon, we map out three major paths forward regarding research and fu-

ture development directions. The first path is meant to bridge the Grid World and Sat-Tycoon

environments by introducing a combination of models from both environments into a new en-

vironment that can be solved using reinforcement learning (RL). The second path forward is

the addition of stochastic models into Sat-Tycoon. These models can include phenomena such

as: cyber-security attacks, satellite collision events, limited launch availability or launch fail-

ures, natural disasters, supply chain disruptions, and uncertainty of customer demand. Finally,
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the more long-term research path forward is the general improvement of Sat-Tycoon for both

multi-agent reinforcement learning and an eventual human playability study. Such a study may

be used to generated training data for multi-agent RL but can also elucidate strategies which

were not considered. This long-term path forward will be in the hopes of developing a math-

ematically rigorous understanding of the equilibriums or trends within the P-LEO SATCOM

industry.

The development of an intermediate RL environment between the Grid World and Sat-

Tycoon offers several benefits from both environments while having the major drawback of

training uncertainty. As the Grid World was formulated as a dynamic program, the RL en-

vironment can be formulated as a Markov decision process (MDP). This approach allows us

to incorporate stochastic processes into the environment and also utilize key RL infrastructure

and libraries such as OpenAI’s Gym [81] for environment creation and Stable-Baselines3 Con-

trib [82] for RL agent algorithms. Such an environment would not only be able to use RL to

search the strategy space, it would also not require the development of graphical user interface

like Sat-Tycoon. If successfully implemented and solved as a RL environment, additional RL

tools such as the Farama Foundation’s PettingZoo [83] library can be utilized to expand the RL

environment to a multi-agent environment. However, even with a proper MDP formulation and

the requisite RL tools, meaningful optimal policies are not guaranteed in RL algorithms.

While neither of the environments developed throughout this work feature stochastic mod-

els, the eventual goal of Sat-Tycoon is the be able to model multiple types of events which add

an additional layer of complexity to the dynamics and can improve the overall player expe-

rience. Specifically, modeling collision events as a player constellation interacting with space

debris clouds in LEO can add a layer of complexity and strategy to the environment due to a po-

tential economic Kessler syndrome disrupting competitor operations [37]. Similarly, stochastic

availability of launch vehicles and launch failures can also add competition to the environment

by limiting potential opponent launch actions, thereby limiting their constellation performance

and subsequent internet services. Additional stochastic processes which are not player induced

such as natural disasters, customer demand shifts, and supply chain disruptions can also im-

prove game playability, environment authenticity, and policy robustness. Finally, cyber-security
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threats can be classified as their own branch of stochastic processes and can be modeled in a

variety of different way depending upon the specific threat.

The final, and most long-term, research path for this work is the improvement of Sat-

Tycoon modeling and user interface to the point where a human playability study can be con-

ducted for data collection and play-testing. This research path will also allow us to study the

different strategies humans tend to develop and receive external feedback regarding the user

interface design. Once Sat-Tycoon is sufficiently developed as a multi-agent environment, RL

agents can be trained to compete against one another in a style similar to OpenAI Five [84]. Fi-

nally, using collected player data, multi-agent RL training, and game and economic theory, we

hope to develop new understandings of the P-LEO satellite internet market. This can include

economic equilibriums, mathematical theory, and underlying environment dynamics.
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Appendix A

Bellman Optimality & Dynamic Programming Proofs

Theorem A.1. (Bellman Principle of Optimality) Let π∗ = {d∗0, d∗1, ..., d∗T−1}, be an optimal

policy for a DP defined by {T, S,A,C, L}. Assume that using π∗ you would arrive at state

st at time t. Now consider the sub-problem whereby at st at time t, with a horizon of T − t

periods remaining you wish to minimize the cost-to-go Jt(st), over all possible policies, for the

remaining horizon π(t) = {dt, dt+1, ..., dT−1}. That is:

J
π(t)
t (st) = cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t

ck (sk, dk (sk)) (A.1)

Then, the truncated policy π∗(t) = {d∗t , d∗t+1, ..., d
∗
T−1} is optimal for the sub-problem.

Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume there exists another truncated policy π′(t) ={
d′t, d

′
t+1, . . . , d

′
T−1

}
, such that J

π′(t)
t (st) < J

π∗(t)
t (st). Now consider a complete policy

π′, which is identical to π∗ until period t − 1 and then identical to π′(t). That is π′(t) ={
d∗0, d

∗
1, . . . , d

∗
t−1, d

′
t, d

′
t+1, . . . , d

′
T−1

}
. Then would have for some s0 that:

Jπ′

0 (s0) =
t∑

k=0

ck (sk, d
∗
k (sk))+J

π′(t)
t (st) <

t∑
k=0

ck (sk, d
∗
k (sk))+J

π∗(t)
t (st) = Jπ∗

0 (s0) (A.2)

which contradicts the optimality of π∗.
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Theorem A.2. Consider a DP defined by {T, S,A,C, L}. Then for every possible initial state

s0, the optimal cost J∗(s0) is equal to J0(s0) given by the last step of the Backwards Dynamic

Programming Algorithm, which proceeds backwards in time from period T to period 0.

Furthermore if you define d∗t in such a way that a∗t = d∗t (st) is a minimizer in line (3) of

the algorithm, for every t and st, then the policy π∗(t) = {d∗t , d∗t+1, ..., d
∗
T−1} is optimal for DP.

Proof. For any feasible policy π = {d0, d1, . . . , dT−1}, and for any t, let π(t) = {dt, dt+1, . . . , dT−1}.

Also, for each t let J∗
t (st) be the optimal cost for the problem with T − t periods, which begins

at state st at time t, and ends at time T . That is,

J∗
t (st) = min

π(t)

{
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t

ck (sk, dk (sk))

}
(A.3)

We proceed by induction. We have by definition JT (sT ) = cT (sT ), so it is obvious that

J∗
T (sT ) = JT (sT ) = cT (sT ) for each st ∈ S . Now consider an arbitrary time t and assume

that J∗
t+1 (st+1) = Jt+1 (st+1) for every state st+1 ∈ S. Then we have

J∗
t (st) = min

π(t)

{
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t

ck (sk, dk (sk))

}

= min
dt,π(t+1)

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t+1

ck (sk, dk (sk))

} (A.4)

Using the Principle of Optimality:

J∗
t (st) = min

dt,π(t+1)

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t+1

ck (sk, dk (sk))

}

= min
dt

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + min

π(t+1)
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t+1

ck (sk, dk (sk))

} (A.5)

Using the definition of J∗
t+1:

J∗
t (st) = min

dt

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + min

π(t+1)
cT (sT ) +

T−1∑
k=t+1

ck (sk, dk (sk))

}

= min
dt

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + J∗

t+1 (Lt (st, dt (st)))
} (A.6)
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By induction:

J∗
t (st) = min

dt

{
ct (st, dt (st)) + J∗

t+1 (Lt (st, dt (st)))
}

= min
dt

{ct (st, dt (st)) + Jt+1 (Lt (st, dt (st)))}
(A.7)

which simplifies to the following:

J∗
t (st) = min

dt
{ct (st, dt (st)) + Jt+1 (Lt (st, dt (st)))}

= min
at∈At(st)

{ct (st, dt (st)) + Jt+1 (Lt (st, at))}
(A.8)

J∗
t (st) = min

at∈At(st)
{ct (st, dt (st)) + Jt+1 (Lt (st, at))}

= Jt (st)

(A.9)

Because we picked an arbitrary t and st, this concludes the proof.
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